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ABSTRACT
ROTORCRAFT BLADE PITCH CONTROL THROUGH TORQUE MODULATION
James J. Paulos
Mark H. Yim
Micro air vehicle (MAV) technology has broken with simple mimicry of manned aircraft in
order to fulfill emerging roles which demand low-cost reliability in the hands of novice users,
safe operation in confined spaces, contact and manipulation of the environment, or merging
vertical flight and forward flight capabilities. These specialized needs have motivated a surge
of new specialized aircraft, but the majority of these design variations remain constrained by
the same fundamental technologies underpinning their thrust and control. This dissertation
solves the problem of simultaneously governing MAV thrust, roll, and pitch using only
a single rotor and single motor. Such an actuator enables new cheap, robust, and light
weight aircraft by eliminating the need for the complex ancillary controls of a conventional
helicopter swashplate or the distributed propeller array of a quadrotor.
An analytic model explains how cyclic blade pitch variations in a special passively ar-
ticulated rotor may be obtained by modulating the main drive motor torque in phase with
the rotor rotation. Experiments with rotors from 10 cm to 100 cm in diameter confirm the
predicted blade lag, pitch, and flap motions. We show the operating principle scales simi-
larly as traditional helicopter rotor technologies, but is subject to additional new dynamics
and technology considerations. Using this new rotor, experimental aircraft from 29 g to
870 g demonstrate conventional flight capabilities without requiring more than two motors
for actuation. In addition, we emulate the unusual capabilities of a fully actuated MAV over
six degrees of freedom using only the thrust vectoring qualities of two teetering rotors. Such
independent control over forces and moments has been previously obtained by holonomic or
omnidirection multirotors with at least six motors, but we now demonstrate similar abilities
using only two. Expressive control from a single actuator enables new categories of MAV,
illustrated by experiments with a single actuator aircraft with spatial control and a vertical
takeoff and landing airplane whose flight authority is derived entirely from two rotors.
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Ke motor emf constant, V/(rad/s) or N m/A
KI ,KP integral and proportional control gains
Nb number of blades
Q shaft torque, N m
R blade tip radius, m
RD, RP hinge disk and pin radius, m
Rohm motor electrical resistance, ohms
u additive modulation input
U∞ incident velocity, m/s
UP , UT perpendicular and tangential incident velocity, m/s
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V total motor terminal voltage, V
V˜ additive modulation voltage, V
XIh hub inertia ratio, XIh = Ih/(NbIβ)
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δ skew lag-pitch hinge angle, rad
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∆θ/∆ζ geometric lag-pitch coupling coefficient
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µ1 friction coefficient steel-plastic
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ξ spanwise blade station
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σ rotor solidity, σ = Nbc/(piR)
φ inflow angle, rad, φ = UP /UT
φi downwash angle, rad, φi = vi/(ΩRξ)
φ3/4 downwash angle at 3/4 spanwise station, rad
ψ hub orientation, rad
ω hub speed perturbation, ω = ψ˙ − Ω, rad/s
Ω hub speed average, rad/s
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) promise to enable a wide range of new robotic activities
and services for both professional and private use. In the past, unmanned aircraft have
been associated most closely with military surveillance roles. UAV were envisioned to be
fielded with extensive ground control support, flown by expert remote operators, and used in
preplanned, high altitude missions similar to those that might be flown by manned aircraft.
In contrast, micro aerial vehicles (MAV) today are applied to a wide variety of tasks by
an equally diverse set of users including civilian professionals, researchers, and enthusiasts.
New applications include cinematography, live event videography, disaster relief support,
and post-damage assessments. When equipped with new remote sensing payloads, MAV can
support precision agriculture with spatially and temporally granular data about plant and
soil fitness. Autonomous networks of unmanned vehicles are imagined as an alternative to
static infrastructure including security camera networks or wireless communication services.
Flight in close quarters or near buildings enables remote structural health assessment of
bridges and dams. Similar capabilities would be required for last-mile package delivery,
where vehicles with a high level of autonomy will need to be operated with confidence in
public spaces.
With these new users and applications, operational expectations for MAV are changing.
Future MAV must be cost competitive in these new applications. They must be portable,
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easily deployed, simple to service, and mechanically robust. Flight durations must be ex-
tended to meet user expectations. Operational safety becomes paramount as these devices
are put into service near humans and buildings, in dynamic environments, and by non-
specialist personnel.
These needs have put pressure on MAV to becomes increasingly small and light weight.
Thankfully, improvements in the underlying technology including battery power density,
strategic use of composite materials, MEMS inertial sensors, and miniaturized digital cam-
eras and computation have supported this trend. In many respects, however, the commodifi-
cation of MAV technology has not reduced either the fundamental complexity or the delicacy
of performance devices. The continuing integration of new technologies is only slowly steer-
ing the design of these platforms away from simply being “aircraft in miniature.” Significant
departures from large scale fixed and rotary wing formats are possible.
Obtaining the required attitude control authority for highly dynamic maneuvers and
outdoor operation in micro air vehicles is a significant challenge in light of their stringent
form factor and system weight requirements. This dissertation considers how MAV may be
endowed with cyclic blade pitch control such that thrust, roll, and pitch authority can all be
obtained from a single rotor and a single motor. Cyclic pitch systems which use auxiliary
roll and pitch actuators to drive a kinematic swashplate and linkage system remain the state
of the art for agile helicopters at large and medium scales. Obtaining this kind of control
authority without the gross weight, expense, assembly complexity, and maintenance issues
inextricably linked to the swashplate enables new viable aircraft formats, capabilities, and
operating scales.
Much of the technical content of this dissertation has been published by the author [60],
[61], [64], [65] and publicly exhibited [63]. These publications are specifically referenced
where excerpted in the following chapters.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of attitude control strategies for MAV in the literature
with a special emphasis on cyclic blade pitch technologies. We present a general description
of swashplate cyclic systems along with the challenges that have accompanied their practice
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at small scale. Multirotor aircraft are introduced as the most prolific alternative technology.
Finally, a series of conceptual designs directly related to this work are described which seek
cyclic control by manipulating flexible rotors with unsteady motor torques.
Chapter 3 introduces the theory of operation and basic kinematic design for the proposed
rotor system. It derives a dynamical model governing the lag, pitch, and flap response of
the rotor. The unique inclusion of hub speed variations and lag-pitch coupling explains
the dynamical link between applied cyclic motor voltages and obtained cyclic blade pitch.
Consideration of inertial effects, aerodynamic forces, hinge friction, and motor dynamics
together permit accurate predictions of rotor performance as a function of basic design
parameters.
Rotor experiments on a fixed test stand are described in Chapter 4. We present new
techniques for measuring the hub speed, lag angle, blade pitch, and flap angle throughout
each revolution of the rotor which are easily applied to the small, fast rotors central to future
NAV research. The model predictions of the response amplitude and relative phase are in
good agreement with measurement.
Chapter 5 considers how this technology may be applied to both very large and very small
rotorcraft. Experiments with a 10 cm and 100 cm diameter rotor validate the extrapolation
of test and modeling results from one scale to another. We also discuss technology and
failure analysis considerations unique to manned aircraft.
Conventional attitude tracking flight capabilities using the rotor are demonstrated in
Chapter 6. System integration and free flight testing are reported for both a 227 g exper-
imental aircraft and a 28 g proof of concept vehicle, both of which rely entirely on under-
actuated cyclic control for flight authority. The larger aircraft demonstrates conventional
trajectory tracking capabilities, and it illustrates that near-hover power consumption can be
improved by reducing actuator weight even while expending the electrical power required for
torque modulation. One version of the smaller aircraft incorporates a flexible single-piece
rotor fabricated using an overmolding process. This proof of concept vehicle shows how the
existing mass manufacturing capabilities for today’s cheapest toy aircraft can be leveraged
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to produce sophisticated MAV systems by incorporating dynamic cyclic rotor control.
Chapter 7 demonstrates how the capabilities of a fully actuated MAV can now be emu-
lated using only two actuators. In contrast, quadrotors exemplify underactuated dynamics.
A quadrotor’s thrust vector is fixed upward in the vehicle’s body frame and so the only way
to maneuver spatially is by constantly reorienting the vehicle attitude. Those rare aircraft
capable of controlling both orientation and position are sometimes described as holonomic or
omnidirectional, and all previous embodiments of this capability require at least six rotors
or other ancillary actuators. In contrast, we demonstrate how two dynamic cyclic rotors
can achieve simultaneous control over forces and moments. The resulting aircraft governs
both orientation and position in six coordinates using a total of only two actuators. This
represents a significant savings in weight and complexity for aircraft capable of stabilizing
a camera independent of flight maneuvers or applying contact forces and torques to the
environment.
Additional unusual aircraft formats made possible with the rotor are described in Chap-
ter 8. Previously studied single-motor flying vehicles can now be endowed with position
control in space. Alternatively, a flying wing with vertical takeoff and landing capabilities
can rely entirely on two rotors for control, without requiring an excess of rotors or gimbal
systems. Obtaining sophisticated flight behaviors from simple one and two actuator aircraft
is a step towards re-imagining MAV as low cost and zero maintenance tools for general use.
Chapter 9 closes by briefly reviewing the primary contributions of this work as well as
new application and research areas enabled by exploiting the underactuated cyclic principle.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Many tasks for micro air vehicles (MAV) require the ability to hover in place with zero
forward speed, or the capability to land and then take off from a point perch on a structure
or on the ground. These are described as vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) or vertical
flight capabilities, and are typified by full scale aircraft such as conventional helicopters
and tiltrotor airplanes. MAV operate in a six-dimensional workspace. Casual operators
expect them to govern both their three-dimensional spatial position in the air as well as
their roll, pitch, and yaw body orientation. In practice, aircraft are often actuated with
authority only over thrust force and roll, pitch, and yaw moments. While the resulting
underactuated system can not simultaneously maintain arbitrary orientations and positions
in space, backstepping controllers can allow them to spatially maneuver while maintaining
heading and stabilizing their attitude dynamics.
Nearly without exception, the VTOL MAV in service today all employ spinning pro-
pellers to generate thrust. The radical diversity in design for these aircraft reflects the
varied techniques and added actuators necessary to obtain maneuvering control over vehicle
attitude.
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Figure 2.1: Quadrotor control moments generated by differential lift and drag.
2.1 Quadrotor and Multirotor MAV
A direct approach to control multiple degrees of freedom is to use multiple simple rigid
rotors distributed about the airframe. Quadrotors and multirotors operate on this principle.
With at least four independent rotors in an appropriate arrangement, linear combinations
of the thrust from each rotor can affect simultaneous arbitrary thrust, roll, pitch, and yaw
actuation.
A typical quadrotor employs four similar rotors arranged symmetrically about the body
and collocated in the plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The two opposing pairs of rotors
are matched sets, one pair spinning clockwise and the other pair counterclockwise. The net
thrust of the four rotors generates lift, and simple combinations of controls to the four rotors
can produce general moments about the body axes. Increasing the speed of the clockwise
set of rotors while decreasing the speed of the counterclockwise set generates a yaw moment
due to drag imbalance without exciting a roll response. Similarly, increasing the speed of
one member of a pair while appropriately decreasing the speed of its mate generates a roll
moment about the perpendicular axis without exciting a yaw response. In both cases, the
net thrust can remain unchanged.
We can identify a linear, invertible transformation from the four individual rotor thrusts
to the four net thrust, roll, pitch, and yaw commands. The thrust Fj and drag moment
magnitude Dj of each propeller j are determined by its rotational speed Ωj through the
relations Fj = kFΩ2j and Dj = kDΩ
2
j [73]. If propellers are located a radius L from the
center of mass with propellers 1 and 3 on the body fixed x-axis and propellers 2 and 4 on
the body fixed y-axis, then the three moments about body fixed axes and the net force
along the body-fixed z-axis can be computed from a matrix product with the vector of rotor
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thrusts [73] or a vector related to rotor speeds [48] as shown in Eq. 2.1.

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(2.1)
This matrix is invertible, yielding the explicit formula 2.2 for choosing Ωj to achieve a
general lift force and moment [F,mx,my,mz]T , subject to actuator constraints.
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(2.2)
Through combinations of inputs the quadrotor utilizes four identical actuators in the
mixed roll of thrust and control. Multirotor aircraft with more than four rotors in a redun-
dant configuration may be controlled similarly.
Multirotor platforms have recently been embraced as a pragmatic alternative to pod
and boom helicopters, particularly for sub-kilogram UAV. The rapid adoption of quadrotors
could be viewed as a reaction to many factors, among them the design and maintenance
complexity of good swashplate helicopter systems at this scale. What is more certain is that
the catalyzing technologies were the advent of cheap inertial measurement systems (IMU)
employing micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) and cheap on board computation. By
relying entirely on electronic attitude control and stabilization, quadrotors dispense with
the passive stability mechanisms such as stabilizer bars frequently used in coaxial MAV and
NAV. Simultaneously, quadrotors eliminate the need for a swashplate control mechanism by
employing four simple, rigid rotors working in concert.
The quadrotor has become a standard platform within the robotics research commu-
nity. Its design, manufacture and maintenance are exceptionally simple, so much so that
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operational aircraft have been folded as kirigami [46] and tiny quadrotors can be made re-
silient to all manner of collisions with each other and the environment [51]. Its behavior
is described well by simple dynamical models, making it an appealing subject system for
controls research [9], trajectory planning [48], and multi-robot systems problems [84].
This simplicity does not reduce the number of actuators needed to fly, however, and
increased power consumption may be associated with the added structure required to hold
four distributed rotors and the increased mass associated with segmentation of the power
plant and functional rotor disk. This has inspired new multirotor formats such as the trian-
gular quadrotor of [19], [20] where a single central rotor provides the majority of the thrust
and smaller rotors about the periphery are responsible for attitude control. In other work,
pitch control has been added to the quadrotor’s propellers in order to maintain optimum
aerodynamic angle of attack over a range of climb rates or improve the dynamic thrust
response of the rotors [13], [14]. Other extensions to the basic multirotor concept include
introducing teetering instead of rigid hubs [72], controlling on estimated aerodynamic power
instead of blade speed [4], and considering control in the case of actuator failure [50]. When
six or more rotors are used in a non-redundant configuration, aircraft can be fully actuated
near hover with control over both the net aerodynamic force vector and body moments [8],
[31].
2.2 Control Surfaces and Gimbaled Actuators
While cyclic blade pitch control and multirotor systems together make up the vast major-
ity of fielded micro air vehicles with vertical takeoff capabilities, the perceived complexity,
performance, and efficiency tradeoffs of each have motivated continued work on the atti-
tude control problem. A broad array of aircraft control systems have been investigated
and deployed in the literature. Many of these can be broadly described as thrust vectoring
strategies. These aircraft manipulate the direction of the thrust force with respect to the
aircraft body or center of mass, in contrast to multirotor aircraft which maintain a thrust
force fixed nominally upwards in the body frame at all times. This thrust vectoring may be
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accomplished by the use of servo-actuated vanes in the downwash of rigidly mounted motors
[10]. Alternatively, motors and propellers can be mounted on actuated gimbals which allow
the entire rotor assembly and resulting thrust forces to be pointed in arbitrary directions
[42], [75]. Servo-controlled vanes and gimbaled motor assemblies can also be combined in a
complementary way [55]. Very light and flexible MAV have been designed which use active
deformations of their structure to reorient their thrust [78]. As an alternative to vectoring
the aerodynamic thrust force, aircraft can manipulate the location of their center of mass
and obtain net pitching moments from the balance of gravitational and aerodynamic forces
[5]. All of these systems rely on adding extra actuated degrees of freedom in order to control
vehicle attitude.
2.3 Cyclic Blade Pitch Control
Conventional pod and boom helicopters with cyclic control are the workhorse aircraft of
manned vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) flight. These aircraft typically have one main
power plant and lifting rotor along with a separate tail rotor to control yaw and two separate
servo actuators to control moments in pitch and roll. Unmanned helicopters of this style such
as Arthur Young’s 1941 model have been flown nearly as long as their manned counterparts
(albeit manually piloted through wired connections) [77]. As a mature technology, some
of the earliest autonomous VTOL aircraft have been of this type [32]. Such aircraft with
rotor diameters of approximately one meter can be astonishingly agile in the hands of expert
pilots or autonomous control [1]. In spite of the numerous technology alternatives, pod and
boom helicopters continue to remain a popular research aircraft in robotics, particularly for
outdoor work in grasping and manipulation [36], [71]. A slight modification of the traditional
helicopter is to forgo the tail rotor in favor of two counter-rotating, coaxial main rotors. This
format has been favor for some extremely small scale craft, most notably for the European
muFly project [6] and the DARPA Nano Air Vehicle (NAV) program [80].
In both single-rotor and coaxial helicopter formats the aerodynamic control moments
about pitch and roll are generated by actively changing the pitch of the rotor blade as it
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Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of swashplate.
rotates through the use of auxiliary servos. Varying angle of attack, locked in phase with
the rotor rotation, results in an asymmetric distribution of lift across the effective rotor disk.
The resulting net moment and force reactions on the hub are transmitted to the helicopter
body and used for attitude control. The amount of cyclic blade pitch variation and its
phasing relative to the body of the helicopter is usually controlled by dedicated roll and
pitch servos through a swashplate linkage. This complex mechanical linkage allows steady
set points from relatively low bandwidth actuators in the vehicle’s non-rotating frame to
control high frequency cyclic pitch oscillations in the rotating hub frame.
There are many variations on the implementation of cyclic control with a swashplate,
but a simple conceptual example is given in Fig. 2.2. The bottom rotor pivots on a feath-
ering hinge and its pitch can be manipulated by a blade pitch link running down to the
swashplate. As the rotor spins this pitch link follows the swashplate. This means that if the
swashplate plane is held at a tilted angle, the blade pitch will rise and fall on each revolution
of the rotor head. The motion of the swashplate is controlled from below by more linkages
to servomotor actuators – typically two servos are used to control roll and pitch in fixed
collective helicopters.
Small scale coaxial helicopters frequently employ an active swashplate system on the
lower rotor and incorporate a separate passive linkage system into the upper rotor to improve
dynamic stability. In such cases the upper rotor likewise pivots about a feather hinge, but
its blade pitch is controlled by a linkage up to a stabilizer bar. This passive mechanism
augments the overall vehicle rate damping, which can both make the vehicle easier to fly
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by a human pilot and reduce the bandwidth requirements on the swashplate servo system
required for stability.
The relationship between the rotational phase of the blade pitch change and the net
direction of hub forces or moments obtained is the combined result of aerodynamics, iner-
tial properties, and structural stiffness. Two extreme examples are illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Supposing we imagine a perfectly rigid blade, rigidly affixed to the hub in flap. It will be
the case that the cyclic blade pitch, aerodynamic lift, and hub reaction torque all peak
simultaneously. As a result, maximum blade pitch should be obtained as the blade crosses
the nose of the aircraft in order to obtain a net pitching moment on the vehicle. In contrast,
some helicopter blades are free to flap up and down either on a central teetering hinge or
articulated on flap hinges located very close to the center of rotation. For these systems,
cyclic blade pitch at the rotor frequency excites a flapping blade response very close to res-
onance, such that the flapping response is approximately 90◦ out of phase with the driving
cyclic input. In this case, maximum pitch must be obtained 90◦ in advance of the rotor
crossing the aircraft nose in order to obtain a pure pitching effect. Most rotor systems lie
somewhere in between these extremes, including the swashplateless systems described in
this work. This pitching and flapping character is common to all cyclic systems no matter
how blade pitch changes are actually obtained, and the details of the rotor flapping response
will be of particular interest in Chapter 4.
A typical implementation of a swashplate and stabilizer bar system is shown in Fig. 2.4
and Fig. 2.5 for the Blade CX2 toy helicopter, which follows the simplest of swashplate
systems illustrated earlier in Fig. 2.2. This aircraft has been used in the literature as both
a object of study for system identification [15] and as a practical aerial platform for vision
and controls research [26]. The large number of components and bearing surfaces shown
present assembly, maintenance, and cost engineering challenges particularly as smaller and
smaller MAV are desired. In full size aircraft, a study of helicopter accidents ascribed 33 %
to mechanical failure [11], and while only a small fraction of these involved the swashplate
itself the problem of developing fault tolerant cyclic systems has received attention from
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Figure 2.3: Azimuthal location of maximum cyclic blade pitch in order to obtain a pure aircraft
pitching response. Adapted from [15].
Figure 2.4: Stabilizer bar for the upper rotor of the Blade CX2 coaxial helicopter.
both a mechanical design [85] and control design [27] perspective.
Several efforts have been made to adapt swashplate-like cyclic pitch control to MAV and
NAV, where the conventional bulk of a full mechanical swashplate and electromechanical
servomotor actuators can be prohibitive. The muFly coaxial helicopter program proposed
combining a simplified conventional swashplate with piezoelectric actuators instead of elec-
tromechanical servomotors[79], [80]. The Draper NAV program developed a tilting motor
Figure 2.5: Swashplate for the lower rotor of the Blade CX2 coaxial helicopter.
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concept which again employed piezoelectric actuators but avoided the need for linkage rods
in the rotating head itself [25]. In spite of these advances, integrating these control structures
into actual free flight vehicles remains a challenge.
2.4 Torque Modulating Cyclic Control
In large aerial vehicles cyclic pitch control allows for a strict dichotomy between thrust and
control generating actuators. This permits the separate optimization of high power lifting
engines with slow response times and low power servo control actuators with fast response
times. Quadrotors show this to be an unnecessary distinction, at least for modern electronic
motors and drives. However, quadrotors continue to use four motors to control vehicle
thrust and attitude just as helicopters use four actuators to drive a main rotor, tail rotor,
pitch cyclic axis, and roll cyclic axis. Our interest is in obtaining both thrust and attitude
authority from a single rotor as in a cyclic control helicopter but without adding auxiliary
actuators of any kind. Several concepts have been put forward which work on the premise
that the main motor can maintain an average rotor speed and thrust while simultaneously
modulating the applied torque to excite some desired once-per-revolution action on the rotor
blade and affect attitude control.
One such technique is taught by a 1992 patent assigned to the Keyence Corporation
describing the operation of the Revolutor H-610 toy helicopter, shown in Fig. 2.6. A single
rigid rotor consisting of two blades is free to pivot about the feathering axis, such that if
one blade’s angle of attack is increased the other’s will be depressed. Instead of being driven
from a central shaft, the rotor is pulled forward by a cantilever spring which tugs on one
of the blade roots. This linkage is designed such that an increase to the driving torque
twists the attached blade to a higher pitch and a decrease relaxes the blade to a lower pitch.
High frequency pulses in the motor torque at the rotational rate induce once-per-revolution
oscillations in blade pitch, mimicking conventional cyclic control.
The Revolutor H-610 was one of the smallest helicopter platforms of its time and has
been employed as a platform in research related to reinforcement learning [53] and optic
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(a) Propeller 11 spins freely on shaft 5 and
is driven indirectly through linkage 7 to
drive plate 6.
(b) A torque at drive plate 6 bends linkage
7, resulting in increased angle of attack at
12 and decreased angle of attack at 13.
Figure 2.6: US patent figures for the Keyence Corporation Revolutor model helicopter [74].
flow [76]. In spite of this, the unique dynamics of the Keyence control system has not been
specifically explored. One common treatment is to view these dynamics as a black box
that transfers control signals to cyclic variation, at which point standard helicopter model
approximations may be applied. A relatively detailed description of the Keyence mechanism
and aircraft may be found [24], but even here the rotor control dynamics are not explicitly
modeled or experimentally investigated.
The Keyence design is one path to a minimally actuated MAV that can express the
full control authority of a standard helicopter without requiring the auxiliary actuators of a
swashplate or the numerous rotors of a quadrotor. However, this realization still retains much
of the mechanical complexity of a swashplate, including the need to support the propeller
free to feather about the long axis and the exacting geometry of the flexible linkage between
the motor drive plate and propeller. A later patent by Reich [18] describes conceptually how
a hinged blade such as in Fig. 2.7 could respond directly to change in torque with changes
in blade pitch. It is not reported if such a device was ever constructed and no mathematical
model of the dynamics at work, simulation results, or experimental study are available.
Nevertheless, the inspiration is the same as that of the designs described in the next chapter
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Figure 2.7: German patent figure shows concept for attitude control with a hinged propeller [18].
and followed through to detailed modeling, rotor experiments, and flying testbeds in this
work.
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Chapter 3
Design and Modeling
3.1 Basic Operating Principle
In this work we directly induce a controlled cyclic response in blade pitch by modulating
the main drive motor already present. The initial design is shown in Fig. 3.1 where two
blades are attached to the rotor hub by simple pin hinges at a small radius from the center
of rotation. Crucially, the lines of these hinges are not vertical, as is typically found in the
lead-lag hinges of a conventional helicopter. Instead, the top of the “positive” blade’s hinge
is inclined inward, and the top of the “negative” blade’s hinge is inclined outward. This
geometry couples the lead-lag motion of the blade tip about the central shaft to a pitching
motion about the blade long axis, as depicted in Fig. 3.2.
The objective of the cyclic system is to induce an elevated blade pitch as the blades
“positive” blade
“negative” blade
hin
ge
hin
ge
Figure 3.1: Two blades are attached by canted hinges to a hub directly affixed to the main motor.
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Figure 3.2: As the positive blade lags backwards, the pitch increases. As it leads forward, the pitch
decreases.
positive blade:
lag backwards increases pitch 
negative blade:
lag backwards decreases pitch
parallel hinge lines
Figure 3.3: Positive and negative blades respond 180◦ out of phase with each other.
pass some station of the rotor disk and a depressed blade pitch as the blades pass 180◦
opposite. To this end, we modulate the torque applied to the motor by adding a sinusoidal
component in phase with the motor rotation, exciting once per revolution variations in lag
angle and therefore also in pitch. As the hub accelerates forwards the positive blade tip
lags backwards relative to the hub and the kinematics require the pitch of the blade tip
to increase. At the opposite station, 180◦ later, the positive blade tip now leads forwards
relative to the hub and the pitch of the blade is instead depressed. The complementary
geometry of the negative blade as show in Fig. 3.3 yields the opposite response, so that
an appropriate input can induce both blades to, for example, elevate pitch while passing
across the nose and decrease pitch while passing across the tail of the aircraft. Such smooth
oscillation through every revolution bears a strong resemblance to conventional cyclic pitch
control, but it is now achieved merely by electronically altering the amplitude and phase
offset angle of the sinusoidal drive component.
Figure 3.1 is a very direct embodiment of the desired lag-pitch coupling, and the flight
results described in Chapter 6 were obtained using precisely this type of rotor. However, this
particular design presents difficulties for both aircraft integration and accurate modeling. If
the blades are understood to be rigid, then the kinematics dictate that the blade tips flap up
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and down twice per revolution as the lag angle and blade pitch oscillate once per revolution.
This unusual flapping behavior should induce unwanted higher harmonic forces on the hub,
and may be responsible for the large vibrations in the landing gear visible in high speed
videos of these aircraft. That said, it is plainly unrealistic to model these blades as rigid
structures. Strobe photography shows that the blades flex in flight and the true flapping
response is actually somewhere in between a conventional helicopter first harmonic flapping
and the undesirable second harmonic rigid beats. The refined design described next resolves
both these issues. It will be the primary subject of the rotor modeling effort in this chapter
and the test stand experiments in Chapter 4 which have previously been reported by the
author in [64]
3.2 Design and Kinematics
The updated design kinematically induces a lag-pitch coupling through the combination of a
conventional flap hinge and a skewed lag-pitch hinge. Similar hinge kinematics are depicted
by Bousman [7] in the study of dynamic blade stability; now we exploit this structure as
part of the control effector design. Figure 3.4 illustrates the physical device consisting of the
hub, cross, blade grip, and blade bodies. On the right side of the figure the hub is attached
to the cross by a flap hinge pin joint. The cross connects to the blade grip by a skewed lag
hinge pin joint.
The simplified kinematics are depicted in Fig. 3.5 with respect to a rotating hub-fixed
coordinate system with unit vectors {xˆ, yˆ, zˆ}. The kinematics and coordinate conventions
for the positive lag-pitch coupling blade are shown on the right side of the figure. The hub
hubcross
blade grip
blade
flap hinge
lag-pitch hinge
Figure 3.4: Serial flap and lag hinges resemble a skewed universal joint. The the hub and blade grip
are connected by an intermediate cross which carries the pin joints.
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Figure 3.5: The flap and lag-pitch hinges are approximately co-located at radius eR. In the reference
pose the lag-pitch axis is skewed by angle δ from vertical.
rotates about the zˆ axis by angle ψ with respect to an inertial frame. The inboard flap hinge
axis is fixed in the hub body and joins the cross body. The flap hinge rotates by an angle θ1
about an axis pointed in the −yˆ direction. The cross carries the skewed lag hinge axis and
joins to the blade. The lag hinge axis of rotation is inclined by an angle δ from vertical to
point in the sin(δ)xˆ−cos(δ)zˆ direction, and the hinge rotates by an angle θ2. The flap hinge
and lag hinge are collocated at radius eR for blade tip radius R and eccentricity 0 < e < 1.
We would like to make a precise analogy between the actual kinematics of Fig. 3.5 and
the conventional parameterization of blade motions in terms of orthogonal lag and flap axes
typical to the helicopter literature [41]. To do this, we consider small deflections of the blade
about its physical hinges. Under both axes conventions the rigid body motion of the blade is
a pure rotation about the point at eR, so it is sufficient to show that both parameterizations
describe equivalent rotations.
The composite rotation about first and second axes is conveniently described by exponen-
tial coordinates (or an axis and angle representation) when the rotations are infinitesimal.
A finite rotation by angle θ1 about an axis with unit vector ω1 is described by the rotation
matrix exp(ωˆ1θ1) where ωˆ1 is the skew symmetric matrix defined such that ω1 × b = ωˆ1b
for all b. For the case of an infinitesimal rotation size dθ1, then to a first order approximation
exp(ωˆ1θ1) = I + ωˆ1 dθ1. It follows that the composite rotation about axis ω1 by angle dθ1
and then about axis ω2 by angle dθ2 is exp(ωˆ2 dθ2) exp(ωˆ1 dθ1) = I+(ω1 dθ1 +ω2 dθ2)∧ to a
first order approximation. A physical interpretation of this result is simply that infinitesimal
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Figure 3.6: For analysis, the kinematics are approximated by conventional flap angle β and lag angle
ζ about orthogonal axis vectors fixed in the rotating hub frame. A lag-pitch coupling coefficient is
imposed separately.
rotations commute, or that angular velocity vectors add. The exponential coordinates for
the composite rotation dictated by the design geometry of Fig. 3.5 is given by Eq. 3.1.

0
−1
0
 dθ1 +

sin(δ)
0
− cos(δ)
 dθ2 (3.1)
For analysis, we re-parameterize the motion in terms of the canonical flap angle β about
an axis in the −yˆ direction and lag angle ζ about the −zˆ direction, both axes fixed in
the hub frame. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.6. We separately impose a geometric
lag-pitch coupling coefficient ∆θ/∆ζ = tan(δ) and the resulting exponential coordinates for
the composite rotation are given in Eq. 3.2.

0
−1
0
 dβ +

∆θ/∆ζ
0
−1
 dζ (3.2)
The reparameterized expression in Eq. 3.2 encodes identical kinematics constraints as
Eq. 3.1 for the blade rotation. Both formulations describe the rigid body motion of the
blade as a pure rigid body rotation about the point at radius eR, so identical rotations
indicate identical rigid body motions. The derived equation of motion, linearized for small
deflections, will be equivalent if the flap and lag axes are coincident at eccentricity e and the
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rotational inertial of the small cross body and the blade about the pitch axis is neglected.
This simplified parameterization in terms of the hub angle ψ, upward flap angle β, retrograde
lag angle ζ, and geometric lag-pitch coupling coefficient ∆θ/∆ζ = tan(δ) will be used in the
remainder.
This identical result can be shown by parameterizing the kinematics using twists and
applying the product of exponentials formula [54] for manipulator forward kinematics. We
define a blade frame with origin at the point eR and consider its motion relative to the
reference configuration pose. The forward kinematics map with respect to the reference
configuration can be computed in homogeneous coordinates as eξˆ1θ1eξˆ2θ2 . Twist ξi is com-
puted as ξi = (vi,ωi) = (−ωi×pi,ωi), having unit vector axis ωi and point on the axis pi in
the reference configuration. We have specified that in the reference configuration both axes
intersect the origin, so the cross products are zero and the twists are all of form ξi = (0,ωi).
In similarity to the previous analysis, the infinitesimal rigid body transformation to first
order is given by I + (ξ1 dθ1 + ξ2 dθ2)∧. The twist coordinates describing the infinitesimal
rigid body transformation defined by Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 mirror the earlier result, and once
again show the equivalence of the two different axes parameterizations.

0
0
0
0
−1
0

dθ1+

0
0
0
sin(δ)
0
− cos(δ)

dθ2 (3.3)
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
0
0
0
0
−1
0

dβ +

0
0
0
∆θ/∆ζ
0
−1

dζ (3.4)
The use of twists highlights the impact of the hinge axes locations: the exact similitude
between the skew axes and conventional orthogonal axes descriptors is only possible because
we consider all axes to pass through the point at eR.
3.3 Dynamical Model
The dynamical model consists of a linearized, nondimensional equation of motion for the
propeller incorporating hub and blade inertial effects, aerodynamic forces, hinge losses, and
the motor dynamics. This chapter next considers each contribution in turn before construct-
ing the final trim and perturbation equations in Sections 3.8–3.9 (Eqs. 3.50, 3.53, and 3.56).
Instead of explicitly modeling two blades, the analysis is simplified by taking advantage of
approximate symmetry and modeling only one blade and appropriately normalizing the hub
inertia and motor torques by the number of blades. This derivation excerpts heavily from
the author’s work in [64].
3.4 Open-Chain Dynamics
The dynamics of the half propeller are developed as those of a three degree of freedom
open-chain linkage with hub angle ψ, lag angle ζ, and flap angle β as defined in Fig. 3.6.
The generic equation of motion is given by Eq. 3.5 where q = {ψ, ζ, β}, a general result for
open-chain dynamical systems [54]. The inertial matrix M(q) is a nonlinear function of the
generalized coordinates and the Coriolis matrix C(q, q˙) is a function of the coordinates and
speeds. Both terms are derived directly from the kinematics depicted in Fig. 3.6 and inertial
properties of the hub and blade body using the product of exponentials formula [54]. By
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convention, external (aerodynamic) forces applied to the rotor enter through N and joint
torques from the motor and hinge losses enter on the right as τmotor and τ hinge.
M(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙)q˙ +N =
1
Nb
τmotor + τ hinge (3.5)
In anticipation of deriving a linearized governing equation, we identify a steady trim
condition at rotor speed Ω with coordinates q0 and velocities q˙0 given by Eq. 3.6. Steady
drag forces will cause the blades to lag backwards by a small positive angle ζ0 and lift forces
will cause the blades to flap upwards by a small positive coning angle β0.
q0 = {Ωt, ζ0, β0}
q˙0 = {Ω, 0, 0} (3.6)
The linearized equation will be written in terms of perturbation variables x, x˙ relative
to this equilibrium.
x = q− q0 = {ψ˜, ζ˜, β˜}
x˙ = q˙− q˙0 = {ω, ζ˙, β˙} (3.7)
The inertial acceleration term is approximated using a constant inertia matrix M found
by evaluating the inertial matrix in the trim configuration. The Coriolis product is replaced
by an affine approximation including an effective stiffness coefficient matrix KC , an effective
gyroscopic coefficient GC , and an additive constant term C0. For now the aerodynamic
forces N and joint torques τmotor, τ hinge are left as general functions and derived in the
following sections.
M x¨+GCx˙+KCx+C0 +N =
1
Nb
τmotor + τ hinge (3.8)
The coefficient matricesM , KC , and GC along with constant C0 are primarily dependent
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Figure 3.7: Center of mass rcm, radius of gyration k, and center of oscillation l.
on the inertial properties of the hub and blade. A dimensional descriptor of the mass
properties would be to specify the hub inertia Ih, blade mass m, location of the blade center
of mass rcmR, and blade inertia about the flap axis Iβ . We assume a slender blade, so that
the inertia about flap and lag axes are equal and the inertia about the longitudinal feather
axis is negligible.
It will be convenient to describe the blade in terms of nondimensional parameters, nor-
malized by the tip radius R and flap inertia Iβ . The dimensionless hub inertia ratio XIh is
the ratio of the hub inertia Ih to the flap inertia Iβ and number of blades Nb. The blade
mass distribution is represented by the radius of gyration k and radius of oscillation l from
the hinge, each described as a fraction of the tip radius as shown in Fig. 3.7. The radius
of gyration k defined in Eq. 3.10 identifies at what location a lump mass m would need to
be placed in order to replicate inertia Iβ . The center of oscillation l is defined in Eq. 3.11.
For the classic compound pendulum, the center of oscillation identifies the equivalent simple
pendulum length for equal period of oscillation.
XIh =
Ih
NbIβ
(3.9)
k2 =
Iβ
mR2
(3.10)
l =
Iβ
rcmmR2
(3.11)
Coefficients M , GC , and KC along with constant C0 are presented in Eq. 3.12-3.15.
Their trigonometric dependence on the small constant trim lag and flap angles ζ0 and β0
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have been approximated to first order by Taylor series expansion.
M = Iβ

1 +XIh + 2
e
l +
e2
k2
−1− el 0
−1− el 1 0
0 0 1
 (3.12)
GC = IβΩ

0 −2 el ζ0 −2(1 + el )β0
2 el ζ0 0 2β0
2(1 + el )β0 −2β0 0
 (3.13)
KC = IβΩ
2

0 0 0
0 el 0
0 0 1 + el
 (3.14)
C0 = IβΩ
2

0
e
l ζ0
(1 + el )β0
 (3.15)
In the special case of a blade with mass m uniformly distributed between the hinge at
radius eR and the tip at radius R, the inertia Iβ and mass distribution parameters k and l
take on the values given in Eq. 3.16–3.18. With this simplification, Eq. 3.12–3.15 reduce to
the form reported in [64].
Iβ =
1
3
(1− e)2mR2 (3.16)
k2 =
1
3
(1− e)2 (3.17)
l =
2
3
(1− e) (3.18)
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3.5 Aerodynamic Forces
The generalized aerodynamic forces about the hub axis, lag axis, and flap axis are required
to establish the external forces N in Eq. 3.8. These moments are developed by integrating
the local section forces along the blade length. The differential section forces Fz in the
vertical direction and Fy in the chord direction are developed from section lift and drag
forces L,D and a small angle approximation on the inflow angle φ.
dFz = dL− φdD
dFy = −φdL− dD (3.19)
The local angle of attack α = θ − φ is the blade pitch angle θ less the local inflow angle
φ. The inflow angle φ is determined from perpendicular and tangential local relative wind
velocities UP and UT such that φ ' UP /UT . The net incident wind speed U∞ equates
U∞ =
√
U2P + U
2
T . Lift and drag are determined from the section curve slope a and section
drag coefficient cd0 .
dL =
ρac
2
U2∞(θ −
UP
UT
) dx
dD =
ρc
2
U2∞cd0 dx (3.20)
The local velocities UP and UT are specialized for the case of a propeller with offset lag
and flap hinges and hub with varying rotational speed ψ˙ = Ω + ω. Let vi be the inflow
velocity, Ω + ω be the hub speed, β be the flap angle (positive up) and ζ be the lag angle
(positive regressing). The local radius is ξR for tip radius R and nondimensional spanwise
coordinate ξ with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, such that dx = Rdξ. The lag and flap hinges are located at a
radius eR, offset from center by eccentricity e with 0 ≤ e ≤ 1.
UP = vi +R(ξ − e)β˙
UT = Rξ(Ω + ω)−R(ξ − e)ζ˙ (3.21)
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The section differential forces at blade station ξ are obtained from Eqs. 3.19–3.21 upon
substitution. Higher order products of small terms ω, ζ˙, and β˙ are neglected.
dFz =
ρacΩ2R3
2
{
− (1 + cd0
a
)ξ
vi
ΩR
+ θ
(
ξ2
)
+
ω
Ω
(
2θξ2 − (1 + cd0
a
)ξ
vi
ΩR
)
− ζ˙
Ω
(
2θξ(ξ − e)− (1 + cd0
a
)(ξ − e) vi
ΩR
)
− β˙
Ω
(
(1 +
cd0
a
)ξ(ξ − e)
)}
dξ
dFy = − ρacΩ
2R3
2
{
cd0
a
ξ2 − v
2
i
Ω2R2
+ θ
(
ξ
vi
ΩR
)
+
ω
Ω
(
2
cd0
a
ξ2 + θξ
vi
ΩR
)
− ζ˙
Ω
(
2
cd0
a
ξ(ξ − e) + θ(ξ − e) vi
ΩR
)
+
β˙
Ω
(
θξ(ξ − e)− 2(ξ − e) vi
ΩR
)}
dξ
(3.22)
The hub, lag hinge, and flap hinge moments are obtained by integrating the differential
forces along the blade length, neglecting the effect of the blade root cutout as well as tip
loss.
Mψaero = R
∫ 1
0
ξ dFy
Mζaero = −R
∫ 1
0
(ξ − e) dFy
Mβaero = R
∫ 1
0
(ξ − e) dFz (3.23)
In undertaking this integral, station weighted averages of the local downwash angle
φi = vi/(ΩRξ) and square of the downwash angle appear. In Eq. 3.24 we define parameters
A and C as developed in [58] and new analogous parameters B, D, E which are anticipated
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by the extension to offset lag and flap hinges in [7].
A = 4
∫ 1
0
ξ3φi dξ A3/4 = φ3/4
B = 4
∫ 1
0
ξ2φi dξ B3/4 =
4
3
φ3/4
C = 4
∫ 1
0
ξ3φ2i dξ C3/4 = φ
2
3/4
D = 4
∫ 1
0
ξ2φ2i dξ D3/4 =
4
3
φ23/4
E = 4
∫ 1
0
ξφi dξ E3/4 = 2φ3/4 (3.24)
The local downwash angle φi is determined from the local inflow velocity vi, which may
be calculated from blade element momentum theory within an annular ring at radius ξ. For
the special case of a hovering rotor not in climb, Eq. 3.25 gives the inflow at blade station
ξ as a function of solidity σ = Nbc/(piR) [41].
vi
ΩR
=
aσ
16
(√
1 +
32θ
aσ
ξ − 1
)
(3.25)
In the remainder of the derivation, these integrals are approximated by evaluating them
assuming uniform downwash angle φi equal to the value at the three-quarters station radius,
φ3/4. The expression for φ3/4 in Eq. 3.26 has been used previously in [58]. An advantage
of dealing in the downwash angle is that it is a nondimensional parameter independent of
operating speed, unlike the inflow velocity itself. For the particular prototype described by
Table 5.4 the calculated downwash angle is 4.4◦ while the inflow velocity varies from 0.9 m/s
to 2.8 m/s at test speeds from 100 rad/s to 300 rad/s.
φ3/4 =
aσ
12
(√
1 +
24θ0
aσ
− 1
)
(3.26)
The evaluated integrals for the full moments about the hub, lag, and flap axes are given in
Eqs. 3.27–3.29, now written in terms of the Lock number γ = ρacR4/Iβ . The distinguishing
feature of this result in comparison to [7] is the dependence on ω following from consideration
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of a non-constant hub velocity ψ˙ = Ω + ω.
Mψaero =
1
8
γIβΩ
2
{
− cd0
a
+ φ23/4 − θ
(
φ3/4
)
− ω
Ω
(
2
cd0
a
+ θφ3/4
)
+
ζ˙
Ω
(
(2
cd0
a
+ θφ3/4)(1−
4
3
e)
)
− β˙
Ω
(
(θ − 2φ3/4)(1−
4
3
e)
)}
(3.27)
Mζaero =
1
8
γIβΩ
2
{
(
cd0
a
− φ23/4)(1−
4
3
e) + θ
(
φ3/4(1−
4
3
e)
)
+
ω
Ω
(
(2
cd0
a
+ θφ3/4)(1−
4
3
e)
)
− ζ˙
Ω
(
(2
cd0
a
+ θφ3/4)(1−
8
3
e+ 2e2)
)
+
β˙
Ω
(
(θ − 2φ3/4)(1−
8
3
e+ 2e2)
)}
(3.28)
Mβaero =
1
8
γIβΩ
2
{
− (1 + cd0
a
)φ3/4(1−
4
3
e) + θ
(
1− 4
3
e
)
+
ω
Ω
(
(2θ − (1 + cd0
a
)φ3/4)(1−
4
3
e)
)
− ζ˙
Ω
(
(2θ − (1 + cd0
a
)φ3/4)(1−
8
3
e+ 2e2)
)
− β˙
Ω
(
(1 +
cd0
a
)(1− 8
3
e+ 2e2)
)}
(3.29)
The final generalized moment vector required for the overall equation of motion Eq. 3.8
is N = {−Mψaero ,−Mζaero ,−Mβaero}; incorporating moments about the hub, lag, and flap
axes given in Eqs. 3.27–3.29. Near trim at speed Ω, this can be written affine in the
perturbation angles x and rates x˙ defined in Eq. 3.7. The dependence on lag angle is due
only to enforcing the lag-pitch coupling constraint θ = θ0 + (∆θ/∆ζ)ζ˜. A positive value
for ∆θ/∆ζ permits a rearward lag deflection to increase blade pitch and upward flapping
moment, and a negative value for ∆θ/∆ζ has the opposite effect.
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N =
1
8
γIβΩ
2

(θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 +
cd0
a )
−(θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 +
cd0
a )(1− 43e)
−(θ0 − φ3/4 − cd0a φ3/4)(1− 43e)

+
1
8
γIβΩ
2

(2
cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4) −(2
cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4)(1− 43 e) (θ0−2φ3/4)(1− 43 e)
−(2 cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4)(1− 43 e) (2
cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4)(1− 83 e+2e2) −(θ0−2φ3/4)(1− 83 e+2e2)
−(2θ0−(1+
cd0
a
)φ3/4)(1− 43 e) (2θ0−(1+
cd0
a
)φ3/4)(1− 83 e+2e2) (1+
cd0
a
)(1− 8
3
e+2e2)
 x˙
+
1
8
γIβΩ
2

φ3/4
−φ3/4(1− 43e)
−(1− 43e)

[
0 ∆θ∆ζ 0
]
x
(3.30)
3.6 Hinge Losses
Rotational friction in the physical flap hinge and skewed lag-pitch hinge cause energy losses
which must be represented in the dynamical model. These effects are lumped into equiva-
lent nondimensional linear damping coefficients cβ and cζ for flap and lag in the analysis.
Instead of fitting these parameters from data, reasonable estimates are derived by an energy
argument which highlights some expected scaling relations for these coefficients.
The pin joints are principally loaded by the outward centrifugal force F of the spinning
blade. Here station x is the spanwise distance from the hinge, and rcm is the distance of the
blade center of mass from the hinge.
F = Ω2
∫
(eR+ xR) dm
F = Ω2R(
∫
e dm+
∫
x dm)
F = Ω2R(em+ rcmm) (3.31)
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Both the blade mass and the blade center of mass can be defined in terms of the flap
inertia Iβ , radius of gyration k, and radius of oscillation l for the blade as defined in Eq. 3.10–
3.11. As a result, the normal force is shown to scale by the blade radius and blade inertia, and
depends on nondimensional parameters for the radius of oscillation and radius of gyration.
F = Ω2
1
R
Iβ(
e
k2
+
1
l
) (3.32)
The physical flap hinge of Fig. 3.5 is modeled as a plain journal bearing or short shoe
brake, for which the friction torque τξ1 depends on the coefficient of friction µ1 between
the steel pin and plastic hole, the radius of the pin RP , and the side load force F [59]. A
nondimensional pin geometry parameter GP is defined such that RP = GPR. The work
done by friction torque τξ1 integrated over one cycle of flap amplitude Aβ is Wξ1 .
τξ1 = µ1GPRF
Wξ1 = 4Aβτξ1
Wξ1 = 4IβΩ
2Aβµ1GP (
e
k2
+
1
l
) (3.33)
If instead, a linear damping model about the flap coordinate were considered, the flap
hinge torque τβ would be proportional to the velocity by nondimensional damping coefficient
cβ and normalizing factor IβΩ. The integrated viscous work Wβ over one cycle can be
calculated based on the angular amplitude Aβ and frequency Ω.
τβ = IβΩcββ˙
Wβ = piIβΩ
2A2βcβ (3.34)
The energy equivalent nondimensional damping cβ is found by equating these two dif-
ferent expressions for the flap cycle work. It is seen to depend only on the ratiometric
geometry of the propeller, the friction coefficient, and the nominal amplitude. In particular
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this coefficient is independent of absolute scale or operating speed.
cβ =
4
pi
µ1GP
Aβ
(
e
k2
+
1
l
) (3.35)
The skewed lag-pitch hinge experiences a friction torque τξ2 which is the sum of two
terms. The first term is a plain bearing friction torque under a side load of F cos(δ). In
addition, a large axial load F |sin(δ)| is carried by two PTFE washers of radius RD which
slide against each other with material coefficient of friction µ2. This contributes a second
term to the friction torque about the skew axis, which is modeled as the torque of a uniform
pressure contact disk brake [59]. Once again a geometric parameter GD for these disks is
introduced such that RD = GDR. The friction work Wξ2 of torque τξ2 integrated over one
cycle of lag amplitude Aζ is computed, recognizing from the geometry of Fig. 3.5 that the
skew hinge axis rotates with an amplitude Aζ/ cos(δ).
τξ2 = µ1GPRF cos(δ) +
2
3
µ2GDRF |sin(δ)|
Wξ2 = 4Aζτξ2
1
cos(δ)
Wξ2 = 4IβΩ
2Aζ(µ1GP +
2
3
µ2GD|tan(δ)|)( e
k2
+
1
l
) (3.36)
As before, setting this friction work expression equal to a damping work expression allows
an equivalent nondimensional damping coefficient cζ to be defined for the conventional lag
coordinate in the dynamics.
cζ =
4
pi
1
Aζ
(µ1GP +
2
3
µ2GD|tan(δ)|)( e
k2
+
1
l
) (3.37)
The final contribution to the overall dynamics in Eq. 3.8, τ hinge, is now written in terms
of these damping coefficients and the coordinate velocities x˙ = (ω, ζ˙, β˙).
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τ hinge =

0 0 0
0 −IβΩcζ 0
0 0 −IβΩcβ
 x˙ (3.38)
For the special case of a blade with uniform mass distribution between the hinge at
radius e and the blade tip at radius R, the nondimensional radius of gyration and radius
of oscillation are determined by e as shown previously in Eq. 3.17–3.18. After substitution,
the damping coefficients are found to take on the values previously reported in [64].
cβ =
6
pi
µ1GP
Aβ
1 + e
(1− e)2 (3.39)
cζ =
6
pi
1
Aζ
(µ1GP +
2
3
µ2GD|tan(δ)|) 1 + e
(1− e)2 (3.40)
The naive linear model requires choosing representative amplitudes Aζ and Aβ to deter-
mine coefficients cζ and cβ . Instead of making such an assumption, the equation of motion
can be solved iteratively to determine Aζ and Aβ for a particular drive amplitude. This ap-
proach was used to determine the theory curves for comparison with the experimental data
in Chapter 4, and allows the model to predict the characteristic low amplitude nonlinearity
in the gain response evident in Fig. 4.6.
3.7 Motor Equation And Speed Governor
The shaft torque required to overcome the rotor aerodynamic drag as well as excite the
desired lag-pitch motion for cyclic control is generated by a single brushless electric motor.
The motor torque Q obeys the basic DC motor model of Eq. 3.41. The applied terminal
voltage V induces an electrical current i subject to the electrical motor constant Ke and
electrical resistance Rohm. The torque Q is proportional to the current i less the no load
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current i0.
Q = Ke(i− i0)
i =
1
Rohm
(V −Keψ˙) (3.41)
An average rotor speed Ω is maintained by employing a software defined proportional-
integral (PI) control law with gains KP and KI . The applied voltage V is calculated ac-
cording to Eq. 3.42 as the sum of three parts: the proportional control term, the integral
control term, and an added sinusoidal signal V˜ used to excite the lag-pitch mode. During
experiments, V˜ is computed as V˜ = A cosψ based on a desired voltage amplitude A and
the instantaneous hub orientation ψ.
V = −KP (ψ˙ − Ω)−KI
∫
(ψ˙ − Ω)dt+ V˜ (3.42)
The resulting motor torque is given by Eq. 3.43. The first two terms reflect the action
of the proportional and integral control laws, while the remainder of the expression only
depends on the physical motor properties.
Q = −KPKe
Rohm
(ψ˙ − Ω)− KIKe
Rohm
∫
(ψ˙ − Ω)dt+ Ke
Rohm
V˜ − K
2
e
Rohm
ψ˙ −Kei0 (3.43)
In steady operation with imposed V˜ = 0 the integral control action ensures the rotor
reaches a steady trim state with hub speed ψ˙ equal to constant Ω and the motor torque Q
taking a constant value Q0. This trim condition is expressed in Eq. 3.44.
Q0 = −KIKe
Rohm
∫
(ψ˙ − Ω)dt− K
2
e
Rohm
Ω−Kei0 (3.44)
The motor equation may be rewritten relative to this trim state in terms of perturbation
variables Q˜ = Q−Q0 and ω = ψ˙ − Ω. In Eq. 3.45 the integral of ω is furthermore defined
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to be the (virtual) angle ψ˜ satisfying ψ˜ = ψ − Ωt.
Q˜ = −(KP +Ke) Ke
Rohm
ω −KI Ke
Rohm
ψ˜ +
Ke
Rohm
V˜ (3.45)
Equation 3.45 suggests the combined effects of the motor dynamics and speed governor
are to act as a damping term on velocity ω with coefficient cm and stiffness term on the
(virtual) angle ψ˜ with coefficient km. The vector of joint torques due to the motor τmotor
required by Eq. 3.8 can finally be written in vector form in terms of the perturbation variables
x, x˙ defined in Eq. 3.7 and the imposed sinusoidal input V˜ .
cm = (KP +Ke)
Ke
Rohm
km = KI
Ke
Rohm
(3.46)
τmotor =

Q0
0
0
+

−km 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
x +

−cm 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 x˙ +

Ke
Rohm
0
0
 V˜ (3.47)
3.8 Equilibrium
Suppose that a constant applied motor torque Q0 yields a steady trim state where the
propeller spins with velocity Ω. The steady coordinate configuration is q0 = (Ωt, ζ0, β0)
and the velocities are q˙0 = (Ω, 0, 0) for constant Ω. Further assume that in this state the
residual internal static friction torques at the joints are zero. This assumed solution can be
inserted into the equation of motion (Eq. 3.8) to solve for the unknown angles ζ0 and β0 and
unknown drive torque Q0. Under these conditions the steady Coriolis term C0, aerodynamic
forces N0, and applied motor torque Q0 obey the equilibrium expressed in Eq. 3.48.
C0 +N0 =

Q0/Nb
0
0
 (3.48)
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The Coriolis term C0 was given previously in Eq. 3.15. The aerodynamic forceN0 comes
from the constant term in Eq. 3.30. The resulting equilibrium is now given by Eq. 3.49 where
θ0 is the collective blade pitch and φ3/4 is the downwash angle given by Eq. 3.26.
IβΩ
2

0
e
l ζ0
(1 + el )β0
+ 18γIβΩ2

(θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 +
cd0
a )
−(θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 +
cd0
a )(1− 43e)
−(θ0 − φ3/4 − cd0a φ3/4)(1− 43e)
 =

Q0/Nb
0
0
 (3.49)
The trim drive torque given by Eq. 3.50 is obtained immediately from the first row.
The corresponding shaft torque coefficient CQ is computed in Eq. 3.51 from its definition
after substituting in the disc solidity σ [41]. This trim value for the shaft torque coefficient
provides context for the magnitude of the torque modulation used for cyclic control in the
experiments.
Q0 =
1
8
γIβΩ
2Nb(θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 +
cd0
a
) (3.50)
CQ =
1
8
aσ(θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 +
cd0
a
) (3.51)
The lag and flap angles are found by solving the second and third row equations after
simplification.  el ζ0
(1 + el )β0
 = 1
8
(1− 4
3
e)γ
θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 + cd0a
θ0 − φ3/4 − cd0a φ3/4
 (3.52)
ζ0 ≈ 1
8
l
e
(1− 4
3
e)γ(θ0φ3/4 − φ23/4 +
cd0
a
)
β0 ≈ 1
8
1
1 + el
(1− 4
3
e)γ(θ0 − φ3/4 −
cd0
a
φ3/4) (3.53)
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3.9 Linearized System Equations
The governing equations for small variations in the hub, lag, and flap motion with respect
to equilibrium are found by substituting into Eq. 3.8 from Eq. 3.12-3.14, 3.30, 3.38, and 3.47
and discarding the constant terms associated with trim. This results in a linear system of
equations in the state vector x = {ψ˜, ζ˜, β˜} with a single input which is the voltage excitation
V˜ imposed to drive the cyclic response. We are primarily interested in the 1/rev system
response because in practice the excitation is a function of the hub rotation, V˜ = A cosψ
with some amplitude A. As a result it is convenient to introduce a nondimensional time tˆ
such that tˆ = Ωt. Coordinate derivatives are rewritten nondimensionally where now x′ and
x′′ are derivatives of coordinates x with respect to nondimensional time tˆ.
x =
[
ψ˜ ζ˜ β˜
]
x′ =
[
ω
Ω
ζ˙
Ω
β˙
Ω
]
x′′ =
[
ω˙
Ω2
ζ¨
Ω2
β¨
Ω2
]
(3.54)
We similarly wish to nondimensionalize the input voltage excitation V˜ in a physically
meaningful way in order to permit comparisons between systems with very different motor
electrical characteristics. We choose to define a nondimensional scaled input u which is
proportional to V˜ , defined in Eq. 3.55. The scale factor is suggested by observing that
under the motor model of Eq. 3.41 the motor torque rises proportional to an instantaneous
increment in voltage by a constant of Ke/Rohm. This torque can then be normalized by
a factor of ρpiR5Ω2 or equivalently NbIβγΩ2/(aσ), in similarity to how the rotor torque
coefficient CQ is conventionally defined [41]. The input u is the input to the full rotor
system, so it is divided by Nb in the single blade equation.
u =
1
ρpiR5Ω2
Ke
Rohm
V˜ =
aσ
NbIβγΩ2
Ke
Rohm
V˜ (3.55)
The final nondimensional equation of motion for the half propeller is obtained after
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dividing through by Ω2 as well as the flap inertia Iβ to obtain Eq. 3.56. The coefficient
matrices owing to aerodynamic terms have been held separate from those describing inertial,
motor, and friction dynamics to highlight their contributions to the overall model. Given
this linear state space model, the cyclic hub speed, lag, and flap response are found directly
by evaluating the associated transfer functions from the input u at frequency 1 (once-per-
revolution excitation).

1 +XIh + 2
e
l +
e2
k2
−1− el 0
−1− el 1 0
0 0 1
x
′′ +


cm
ΩIβ
/Nb −2 el ζ0 −2(1 + el )β0
2 el ζ0 cζ 2β0
2(1 + el )β0 −2β0 cβ

+
1
8
γ

(2
cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4) −(2
cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4)(1− 43 e) (θ0−2φ3/4)(1− 43 e)
−(2 cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4)(1− 43 e) (2
cd0
a
+θ0φ3/4)(1− 83 e+2e2) −(θ0−2φ3/4)(1− 83 e+2e2)
−(2θ0−(1+
cd0
a
)φ3/4)(1− 43 e) (2θ0−(1+
cd0
a
)φ3/4)(1− 83 e+2e2) (1+
cd0
a
)(1− 8
3
e+2e2)

x′
+


km
Ω2Iβ
/Nb 0 0
0 el 0
0 0 1 + el
+ 18γ

φ3/4
−φ3/4(1− 43e)
−(1− 43e)

[
0 ∆θ∆ζ 0
]x =

γ
aσ
0
0
u (3.56)
The key interest for aircraft controls design will be the amplitude and phase relation
between the input u and the ensuing cyclic pitch variation or flapping motion. In the case
of small collective pitch θ0 and small trim angles ζ0 and β0 the sparse dominant terms in
Eq. 3.56 can be qualitatively interpreted as a cascaded response to the input u. Recalling
that the state vector is ordered x = {ψ˜, ζ˜, β˜}, the voltage modulation described by u is seen
to only contribute directly to the hub acceleration. This hub acceleration is coupled into lag
accelerations primarily through the inertia matrix. Lag deflections induce pitch changes by
the geometric constant ∆θ/∆ζ, and the resulting aerodynamic forces drive the flap motion.
The nondimensional governing equations are almost entirely independent of absolute
scale in terms of either physical extent (R, Iβ , m, etc.) or operating speed (Ω). The only
exception are the groupings cm/(ΩIβ) and km/(Ω2Iβ) related to the motor dynamics. Since
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the effective motor stiffness and damping coefficients cm and km are determined by choice
of software speed control gains it is straightforward to conduct experiments at varied scales
and speeds with identical governing equations.
3.10 Illustrative Simplified Models
3.10.1 Flapping
While the lead-lag and flap motions of the real rotor are coupled through both Coriolis
terms and aerodynamic effects, it is useful to consider the behavior of simplified flap-only
and lag-only systems. First, we can can consider the flapping dynamics about an offset hinge
in vacuum at rotational speed Ω. From Eq. 3.56 we see the undamped flapping equation of
motion reduces to
Iββ¨ + IβΩ
2(1 +
e
l
)β = 0
which motivates the definition of the flap frequency ratio λβ
λβ =
√
1 +
e
l
(3.57)
in terms of the eccentric hinge location e and the radius of oscillation l defined in Eq. 3.11.
The undamped natural frequency of the flapping motion is proportional to the frequency
of revolution. Since λβ must always be greater than one, we should expect to be forcing
the flap motion below the natural frequency during typical cyclic operation. For the special
case of a blade with uniform mass density between the hinge and the blade tip, the radius
of oscillation is l = (2/3)(1− e) resulting in a flap frequency purely a function of the hinge
location.
λβ =
√
1 +
3
2
e
1− e (3.58)
This is precisely the conventional result for an articular rotor with offset hinge given by [33].
The flap frequency ratio λβ is plotted as a function of e for uniform density blades in
Fig. 3.8. The value of λβ is never less than one, and it rises moderately as the hinge location
is moved outward from center. Overlaid on this plot are the calculated flap frequency ratios
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Figure 3.8: Flap frequency ratio.
Table 3.1: Undamped flap frequency ratio.
construction diameter mass e l λβ
carbon fiber, flat plate 10 cm 0.39 g 0.09 0.61 1.07
plastic, symmetric 31.8 cm 5.4 g 0.076 0.62 1.06
acetal, flat plate 100 cm 362 g 0.09 0.62 1.07
wood, symmetric 100 cm 223 g 0.09 0.57 1.08
for the physical rotors constructed for testing in this work, taking into account their true
nonuniform mass distribution. The 30 cm rotor described in Chapter 4 is marked in blue,
and the 10 cm and 100 cm rotors described in Chapter 5 are marked in red. The textbook
expression assuming uniform blades accurately describes the physical blades even though
all the physical blades examined in this work are significantly weighted towards the root as
a result of the blade grip and hinge. The corresponding tabulated values in Table 3.1 show
the flap frequency ratio is primarily a function of hinge location. It is lightly affected by the
mass distribution, but can be considered independent of gross blade mass or size.
3.10.2 Lead-Lag
The lead-lag blade dynamics can also be considered in isolation. We will consider motions
in the rotor plane associated with the hub speed changes and lag angle variation. Retaining
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only terms related to ψ˜ and ζ˜, Eq. 3.59 yields coupled second order ODEs.
Iβ
1 +XIh + 2 el + e2k2 −1− el
−1− el 1

 ¨˜ψ
¨˜
ζ
+ IβΩ2
0 0
0 el

ψ˜
ζ˜
 =
0
0
 (3.59)
Coordinate ψ˜ itself is not required for the equation of motion, so the system can be written
as only three coupled first order ODEs.

ζ˙
¨˜
ψ
ζ¨
 =

0 0 1
−
e(1 + el )
l( e
2
k2
− e2
l2
+XIh)
Ω2 0 0
−
e(1 + e
2
k2
+ 2 el +XIh)
l( e
2
k2
− e2
l2
+XIh)
Ω2 0 0


ζ
˙˜
ψ
ζ˙
 (3.60)
The system has one eigenvalue at zero and a conjugate pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues.
{
0,±
√
e(2ek2 + e2l + k2l(1 +XIh))
e2(l + k)(l − k) + k2l2XIh
Ωi
}
(3.61)
Note that the fraction in the radical is always positive real since l > k. This relation
is derived in Eq. 3.62 by starting from the parallel axis theorem assuming an inertia Icm
about the blade center of mass and then applying the definitions of k and l from Eq. 3.10
and 3.11, recalling that all of k, l, and Icm are real positive.
Iβ = mr
2
cmR
2 + Icm
I2β
m2r2cmR
4
=
Iβ
mR2
+ Icm
Iβ
m2r2cmR
4
l2 = k2 + Icml
2
l > k (3.62)
The associated lag frequency ratio λζ given by Eq. 3.63 is the magnitude of the eigenvalue
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normalized by the operating speed Ω.
λζ =
√
e(2ek2 + e2l + k2l(1 +XIh))
e2(l + k)(l − k) + k2l2XIh
(3.63)
In the limit as the hub inertia grows very large with respect to the blade inertia, the
lag frequency ratio no longer depends on the hub inertia and reduces to the ultimate value
given by Eq. 3.64.
λζ =
√
e
l
(3.64)
For the further special case of a blade with uniform mass density between the hinge and
the blade tip, the radius of oscillation is l = (2/3)(1−e) resulting in a lag frequency purely a
function of the hinge location shown in Eq. 3.65. This is the conventional result considered
in the helicopter literature [33].
λζ =
√
3
2
e
1− e (3.65)
In the limit as the hub inertia grows very small with respect to the blade, the lag
frequency ratio reduces to Eq. 3.66.
λζ =
√
2k2 + el + k2 le
l2 − k2 (3.66)
The specialized result for uniform blade mass distribution is shown in Eq. 3.67. This
small hub inertia limiting case is not typically treated in the helicopter literature. It yields
a lag frequency ratio much greater than that in the large hub inertia limit given uniform
mass distribution blades mounted with any reasonable hinge eccentricity e.
λζ =
√
2
(
1
e
+ 3
1
1− e − 1
)
(3.67)
Figure 3.9 compares the lag frequency ratio obtained for uniform mass distribution blades
mounted with different values of eccentricity e as determined by the light hub and heavy
hub limiting cases. The true value for λζ for a real system with finite nonzero hub inertia
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Figure 3.9: Lag frequency ratio.
Table 3.2: Undamped lag frequency ratio.
construction diameter mass e XIh λζ
carbon fiber, flat plate 10 cm 0.39 g 0.09 0.15 1.14
plastic, symmetric 31.8 cm 5.4 g 0.076 0.05 1.74
acetal, flat plate 100 cm 362 g 0.09 0.15 1.12
acetal, flat plate 100 cm 362 g 0.09 0.04 1.84 (reduced inertia)
is expected to interpolate between these limits. Marked on this plot are the calculated lag
frequency ratios for the physical rotors constructed for testing in this work. The 30 cm rotor
described in Chapter 4 is marked in blue, and the 10 cm and 100 cm rotors described in
Chapter 5 are marked in red with the hub configuration described in those chapters. In
Chapter 5 the large rotor was examined with an artificially increased hub inertia to obtain
dynamic similarity with the small rotor. Removing the added hub weight increases the lag
frequency to that marked in green. Numerical values are recorded in Table 3.2.
For large conventional helicopters it is reasonable to assume that the combined influence
of the turbine engine dynamics and governor as well as the engine inertia reflected through
the transmission yield very high effective hub inertias and the conventional result of Eq. 3.65
holds. However, the conventional approximation may significantly underestimate the true
lag frequency ratio for new MAV with small direct drive electric motors. In particular,
the rotor dynamic response is frequently not scrutinized for multirotor designs, but as it
becomes common for large multirotors to add passive lag hinges for stowage these factors
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may become relevant.
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Chapter 4
Rotor Experiments
A series of rotor experiments validate the qualitative and quantitative predictions from the
model of Chapter 3 for the rotor torque, hub speed, lag-pitch, and flap response. This
chapter expands on the author’s previous work in [64].
4.1 Prototype Construction
A 32 cm diameter propeller embodying the kinematics of Section 3.2 was constructed. In
combination with a commercial motor and custom electronic motor drive, the device allows
controlled experiments of the cyclic system during which torque, speed, blade lag angle, and
blade flap angle can be measured. The propeller shown in Fig. 4.1 is constructed from 3D
printed plastic parts joined by simple stainless steel pins. The visible plastic screws serve
only to retain the pins in place. The blade is an commercial 11% thick, symmetric airfoil
bonded into the custom blade grip. Two PTFE plastic washers in the lag hinge serve as
thrust bearings to reduce the hinge friction under centrifugal loading.
Critical rotor parameters for model calculations are summarized in Table 5.4. The
eccentricity e of the hinge location was chosen to be 0.076 which was the smallest practical
value given the construction methods. A representative lift curve slope of 0.1 /◦ and drag
coefficient of 0.06 are used, though studies of similar NACA 0012 airfoils [35] caution that
these numbers are uncertain at the varying low Reynolds numbers (Re < 6.1× 104) of these
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Table 4.1: Propeller properties.
parameter symbol value
tip radius R 159 mm
number blades Nb 2
hinge eccentricity e 0.076
washer disk radius RD 1.98 mm
hinge pin radius RP 0.52 mm
blade mass m 5.40 g
hub rotational inertia - 5.1× 10−7 kg m2
blade chord c 19.3 mm
blade pitch θ0 9◦
section drag coef cd0 0.06
section lift curve slope a 0.1 /◦
friction coef steel-plastic µ1 0.20
friction coef PTFE-PTFE µ2 0.07
air density ρ 1.2 kg/m3
downwash angle φ3/4 4.4◦
flap inertia Iβ 3.9× 10−5 kg m2
Lock number γ 2.18
experiments. The characteristic friction coefficients of the PTFE-PTFE sliding contact and
the silicone-lubricated steel-plastic interfaces were estimated in separate tilted-plane tests.
The motor and brushless motor controller drive the propeller rotation and are responsible
for applying the once-per-revolution modulation of torque to excite the cyclic mode. The
motor is a common brushless motor with a rotating shaft exposed at both ends. The
motor orientation is directly measured by a contactless 4096-count magnetic rotary encoder
mounted beneath the motor on the controller circuit board, shown in Fig. 4.1. This sensor
observes the rotation of a diametrically polarized magnet bonded to the shaft end. These
angle measurements are used to update the motor winding commutation at 40 kHz and
update the speed controller at 2 kHz. In addition, this direct measurement of the hub
rotation is used to calculate the modulation voltage V˜ in order to ensure the phase and
frequency of modulation remain synchronous with the hub rotation. The critical parameters
for the electronic drive system are summarized in Table 5.5. The motor inertia, emf constant,
and combined effective resistance of the motor and driver circuitry are fit values based on
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Figure 4.1: Power electronics, motor, and articulated hub for a 318 mm diameter cyclic rotor.
Table 4.2: Motor properties and control gains for 200 rad/s test speed.
parameter symbol value
emf constant Ke 0.00954 V/(rad/s) or N m/A
resistance Rohm 0.305 ohms
motor rotational inertia - 3.26× 10−6 kg m2
proportional speed gain KP 0.03 V/(rad/s)
integral speed gain KI 0.03 V/rad
separate frequency response testing of the bare motor without an attached propeller.
During experiments the rotor is supported on a vertical pylon to hold it out of ground
effect. Thrust forces and reaction torques are measured by a small six-axis load cell atop
the supporting pylon. The drive module of Fig. 4.1 containing the power electronics and
motor is mounted directly to the load cell. The propeller is mounted to the rotating face of
the motor by two screws to ensure the propeller does not slip relative to the motor during
testing.
4.2 Experiments
Experiments were conducted at mean rotor speeds of 100 rad/s, 200 rad/s, and 300 rad/s to
determine the sensitivity of the cyclic response to drive amplitude inputs. During low speed
and high speed tests, the nominal speed governor gains of Table 5.5 are scaled such that
the nondimensional motor coefficients of Eq. 3.46 obtain identical equations of motion in
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Eq. 3.56. As a result, measured amplitudes and phase shifts for the torque, hub speed, lag
angle, and flap angle response at different test speeds should all fall on single curves from
the theory when properly scaled.
At each test speed, a range of amplitudes A for the additive, phase locked excitation
voltage V˜ = A cosψ are applied and the steady cyclic responses measured. Torque values
are derived from the load cell, and hub speed and position measurements are reported by
the motor controller. Lag angles are derived from top-down high speed video imagery, and
flap angles are derived from side-view strobe photography. Synchronization of these sources
is achieved by having the motor controller emit a digital index signal read by the load cell
DAQ as well as a visible indicator for the high speed video.
The equation of motion developed for the half-propeller in Eq. 3.56 takes advantage of
approximate symmetry to describe the dynamics of a single blade instead of explicitly mod-
eling two blades. To practice cyclic control, one of the blades is mounted with a positive
lag-pitch coefficient ∆θ/∆ζ and the other is mounted with a negative lag-pitch coefficient,
as shown in Fig. 3.5. Model predictions for both the positive and negative case are plot-
ted against the measured data – the difference is only notable in the case of flap, where
the purpose of the cyclic system is to ensure the positive and negative blades remain 180◦
out of phase with each other. The model state space could be extended to explicitly en-
compass the full system with two independent dissimilar blades, but the simplified model
used here exposes the fundamental physics being exploited and makes satisfactory numerical
predictions.
4.3 Motor Torque
The amplitude and phase of the first harmonic of the motor reaction torques are plotted
in Fig. 4.2 and compared to model predictions for a range of drive voltage amplitudes at
three different operating speeds. The motor torques are shown normalized by ρpiR5Ω2 so
that they may be put in the context of the propeller torque coefficient CQ = 0.92 × 10−3
as calculated from Eq. 3.51. The normalized drive amplitudes u are calculated at each test
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Figure 4.2: Measured motor torque response compared with model prediction for a range of normal-
ized drive torque amplitudes u at three test speeds.
condition from the definition in Eq. 3.55, so that u grows in direct proportion to V˜ for tests
conducted at identical average speeds. The input u may be thought of as one of the three
terms in Eq. 3.45 which sum to the shaft torque, so it is not surprising that in Fig. 4.2 the
normalized torque amplitude closely follows u. Predictions of the torque response amplitude
are accurate, but the torque lags the 1/rev modulation in u by up to 15◦ less than predicted
by the model.
Modulating torque incurs a reduction in energy efficiency because the instantaneous
power lost to resistance heating inside the motor grows as the square of the torque. This
loss can be offset by saved vehicle weight as in the specific example of [61], but it may be
advantageous to optimize rotors to require less torque modulation for operation.
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Figure 4.3: Cumulative measurements over one second of operation at 200 rad/s show a hub speed
response phase locked to hub orientation. Results with and without an applied sinusoidal drive
voltage are shown.
4.4 Hub Speed Response
Variations in the hub speed are easily measured by the motor controller and provide an
indicator of the magnitude of the excited lag-pitch-flap response. In these tests the rotor
reference speed Ω is fixed, an applied additive voltage amplitude is set, and the cyclic re-
sponse is obtained. The lag and flap response is obtained rapidly, and we wait several seconds
for any transient response of the weak integral speed control law to settle completely before
beginning measurements. Speed and position data are sampled for five seconds, representing
more than a hundred revolutions of the propeller. The scatter plot of instantaneous hub
speed vs position in Fig. 4.3 compounds one second of continuous data, demonstrating that
the hub speed variation is phase locked with the rotation and extremely consistent from one
revolution to the next. The response can be summarized by the amplitude and phase of
the first harmonic fit, also shown. Both the amplitude and rotation phase (direction) of the
response can be finely tuned by adjusting the amplitude and phase of the voltage drive.
The hub speed variation ω amplitude and phase are summarized in Fig. 4.4 for a range
of drive amplitudes as well as mean operating speeds Ω. For very low drive amplitudes the
lag hinges are bound by static friction. In this operating state instead of the hub and blade
being joined by a mobile hinge they act effectively as one large inertial mass, the multi-
body model is no longer appropriate, and very little hub speed variation can be observed.
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Figure 4.4: Measured hub speed response compared with model prediction for a range of normalized
drive torque amplitudes u at three test speeds.
After a critical drive amplitude, the hinges free and the speed variation begins to grow
with the applied voltage modulation. The iterative approach described in Section 3.6 for
simultaneously solving the equation of motion and the amplitude parameters needed by the
hinge damping model does a good job capturing this important nonlinearity in amplitude
response, but the phase predictions are less accurate.
4.5 Lag Response
The lag response directly reveals the obtained cyclic pitch variation because the hinge geom-
etry couples the lag and pitch angles. Blade lag angles for the positive coupling blade and
negative coupling blade are determined by tracking AprilTag fiducial markers [57] attached
to the tops of each blade root and the hub. Figure 4.5 collects measured lag angles for
the positive coupling blade at different stations of the hub rotation over many operational
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Figure 4.5: The cyclic lag angle response for the positive lag-pitch coupled blade is measured at an
operating speed of 200 rad/s with and without an exciting voltage amplitude.
cycles at 200 rad/s, both with and without an excitation voltage. The first harmonic fit to
the data is shown alongside the measurements. For this particular prototype the geometric
lag pitch couplings ∆θ/∆ζ were -1 and +1, so the lag amplitude shown in Fig. 4.5 reflects
the amount of cyclic pitch variation obtained. The measured lag or pitch angles are well
described by their first harmonic, which means that the pitch changes over a revolution are
very similar to those a traditional swashplate system would prescribe.
The lag response amplitude and phase are tabulated over a range of operating speeds
and drive amplitudes in Fig. 4.6 for both the positive coupled and negative coupled blades.
The model accurately predicts the amplitude of the lag-pitch response, and therefore the
degree of cyclic pitch control achieved. The minimum drive amplitude in u needed to excite
a lag response corresponds with the knee in the hub speed response of Fig. 4.4, and both
features indicate the threshold for breaking static friction in the hinge. Below this drive
amplitude the hinges are friction bound, the model does not apply, and the phase of a
zero amplitude response is not meaningful. The measured phase of the lag response is in
agreement with the model for large drive amplitudes. However, at small amplitudes of
motion the equivalent damping model introduced in Section 3.6 may not accurately capture
the more complex behavior of both static and dynamic friction. The sensitivity of cyclic
pitch to cyclic voltage input shown by Fig. 4.6 is the effect exploited to initiate aircraft
maneuvers by approximating cyclic pitch commands.
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Figure 4.6: Measured blade lag angle response compared with model prediction at three speeds for
both the positive and negative lag-pitch coupling blades.
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4.6 Flap Response
The ultimate objective of the cyclic system is to drive a coherent blade flapping response as
a facsimile of conventional cyclic controls. Gross changes in the tip path plane are readily
observed during testing. Figure 4.7 illustrates one half revolution of the propeller with a
series of stroboscopic images showing the blade flap motion. Previous experiments with
a similar rotor but lacking a flap hinge qualitatively displayed blade bending and higher
harmonics in the blade tip flapping motions when observed in high speed video [60]. With
the addition of a flap hinge, the flap motion is now concentrated at the hinge and the
modeling assumption of rigid blades is appropriate. At the same time, the flap response
now takes on the simple once-per-revolution character of a conventional articulated blade
responding to cyclic pitch variations.
The degree of flapping is measured by tracking the orientation of fiducial markers on
the front of the hub and blade grips in strobe photographs of the blade at different stations
of the rotation. It is assumed that the flapping motion of the blade grips is representative
of that of the blade as a whole – this assumption of rigidity is qualitatively supported by
Fig. 4.7. Instead of physically rotating the test setup, the electronic modulation phase was
rotated for each image. Figure 4.8 shows the flap angle response for the positive coupled
blade through one revolution at an operating speed of 200 rad/s along with first harmonic
fits to the measurements. As expected, the blade does not flap when no excitation voltage
is applied. When a voltage amplitude of 1.75 V is applied, a smooth, first harmonic cyclic
flapping response is obtained.
The flapping response phase and amplitude for both the positive and negative coupled
blades are tabulated in Fig. 4.9 at a range of operating speeds and drive amplitudes. The
positive and negative blades flap with approximately the same amplitude, but are approxi-
mately 180◦ out of phase with each other as required for a coherent tilting of the tip path
plane as illustrated in the photographs of Fig. 4.7.
The model overestimates the flapping amplitudes by as much as a factor of two in spite
of fairly accurate predictions for the blade pitch changes that aerodynamically drive that
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Figure 4.7: The positive coefficient blade begins on the right side at peak downward flap, and
achieves maximum upward flap 180◦ later in the rotation.
Figure 4.8: The cyclic flap angle response for the positive lag-pitch coupled blade is measured directly
at a rotor speed of 200 rad/s with and without an exciting voltage amplitude.
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Figure 4.9: Measured blade flap angle response compared with model prediction at three test speeds.
The positive coupling blade response is approximately 180◦ out of phase with the negative coupling
blade.
response. A likely reason for the disagreement is that a fixed radial inflow distribution was
assumed when deriving aerodynamic forces on the blades, but in practice the downwash
is not rotationally symmetric during heavy cyclic operation. This effects a reduction in
obtained aerodynamic loads which is often approximated by a lift deficiency function with
typical values near 0.5 for moment changes near hover [33]. Incorporating this effect into
the model is expected to reduce the predicted aerodynamic loads and bring the predicted
flapping response more in line with measurements.
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Chapter 5
Scaling
Mechanical swashplate control systems have been successfully deployed in vehicles as small
as the 16 g Black Hornet and as large as a 56 000 kg loaded Mi-26 transport helicopter. A
natural question arises as to whether the dynamic cyclic approach has similar scalability.
This chapter discusses the impact of rotor size and operating speed as anticipated by dimen-
sional analysis and the modeling effort in Chapter 3. A small 10 cm diameter rotor and large
1 m rotor provide experimental validation of those trends. Practical design and technology
constraints are also considered. The discussion and experimental results of this section were
originally prepared for [65].
There are several interrelated facets of the scale problem spanning rotor design and
vehicle integration. How do we design dynamically-similar rotor experiments, and how do
we extrapolate isolated rotor test results across differences in scale and operating speed? In
the context of aircraft design, what are the consequences of varying rotor size and speed
for a fixed aircraft? Finally, what are the general scaling characteristics when the dynamic
cyclic system is applied to conceptual aircraft across vastly different scales?
Given the historical importance of scale model testing to the design and development
process in aerospace, the subject has received a great deal of attention. The proper appli-
cation of scaling analysis depends on the purpose of the study. This is why we find Mach
number and Reynolds number similarity emphasized when interpreting isolated rotor tests
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[29], [81], but Froude number is of great importance to vehicle flying qualities [2], [39], [49],
[87], and power considerations can give direct insight into vehicle design [34], [43]. For this
reason the appropriate framework of assumptions shifts while consideration of each of the
three motivating questions in turn.
5.1 Isolated Rotor Scaling
Isometric scaling is an seemingly obvious requirement for discussing the scaling behavior
of an isolated rotor; we frequently wish to consider a family of rotors which have similar
geometry but differ in absolute size. A more significant property is to have strict scaling in
the dynamic behavior. A set of dynamically similar experiments at different scales can all be
described by one single nondimensional equation of motion. The design of such experiments
must simultaneously consider both the model construction and also the operating condition.
Dynamic similarity is required to conduct meaningful scale model testing. It allows us to
extrapolate motions and forces from one isolated test stand experiment or numeric simulation
to a continuous family of similar rotors both large and small.
5.1.1 Prescriptive Requirements for Dynamic Similarity
This section develops specific prescriptive requirements for dynamic similarity between rotors
which may be used to guide the design of experiments, and it comments on the consequent
scaling of physical quantities in the blade response. A treatment of aeroelastic helicopter
blades by Hunt based on dimensional analysis identifies nine relevant independent variables
governing the rotor involving three physical units (mass, length, and time). Therefore, the
Buckingham Pi Theorem permits the selection of six governing nondimensional parameters.
Conventionally, these are the Reynolds number, Mach number, Froude number, advance ra-
tio, ratio of aerodynamic to inertial forces (Lock number), and ratio of aerodynamic to elastic
forces [29]. It is in fact generally infeasible to maintain similarity across all six parameters,
and this particular list is neither unique, necessary, nor exhaustive for all purposes.
We can obtain specific criterion for achieving similarity in dynamic cyclic rotors directly
from the governing equations of motion derived in Chapter 3. In developing those equations
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we selected dimensional normalizing factors for inertia, length, and angular rate listed in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Characteristic scales for nondimensionalization.
quantity normalized by
inertia Iβ
length R
angular rate Ω
This basis spans the salient fundamental units of mass, length, and time for our problem if
we postpone discussion of the electric motor’s operation. These three parameters disappear
from the equation of motion after normalization, leaving 15 independent parameters to
consider governing Eq. 3.56. For strict dynamic scaling the values of these 15 nondimensional
parameters or parameter groups must be preserved. Table 5.2 collects these parameters in
order of consideration to design properly scaled experiments.
Table 5.2: Nondimensional parameter groups.
variables quality
e, l, k, θ0, σ, Nb, ∆θ∆ζ geometry
XIh ratio of inertias
a, cd0 aerodynamics
γ ratio of aerodynamic to inertial forces
cζ , cβ structural damping
km
IβΩ2
, cmIβΩ motor and controller
The numerous geometric parameters are preserved simply by maintaining geometric
similarity between rotors.
Combining isometric scaling with constant mass density will also preserve the inertia
ratioXIh between the hub inertia and the blade flap inertia. In practical applications, motors
are selected based on the application’s torque demands and not something as arbitrary as the
motor’s physical size. Consequently, maintaining the inertia ratio for dynamically similar
experiments requires a different kind of care in physical motor selection or contrivances such
as adding inertial masses to the hub.
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The impact of aerodynamics have been summarized by a simple linear aerodynamics
model incorporating a lift curve slope a and drag coefficient cd0 . In addition to the airfoil
geometry, these parameters are in general dependent on the local Reynolds number, Re,
describing the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces in the flow and the Mach number, Ma,
describing the ratio of the flow speed to the speed of sound in the fluid medium. For testing
in air at atmospheric pressure it is not possible to simultaneously preserve both Reynolds
number and Mach number [29]. However, the lift curve slope is relatively insensitive to small
changes in Reynolds number except at very low values, and variations in the drag coefficient
are of secondary importance to the system dynamics. If desired, equal Mach numbers are
easily obtained by operating at equal tip speeds, but these rotors operate far below their
critical Mach number and so variations due to Mach number are small. Consequently, at
this level of modeling detail, it is fairly reasonable to consider a and cd0 to be independent
constant values associated with the airfoil geometry.
The ratio of aerodynamic to inertial forces on the blade appears in the equations of mo-
tion as the Lock number, γ. If geometric similarity, constant mass density, and aerodynamic
similarity have been preserved then the Lock number too will be preserved.
Structural damping effects in this model are lumped parameters associated with the
hinges. The derivation of the energy equivalent nondimensional damping coefficients cζ and
cβ in Eq. 3.37 and Eq. 3.35 show these parameters remain constant under isometric scaling
assuming constant material friction coefficients.
Finally, the virtual damping and stiffness afforded by the motor and motor controller
described by nondimensional parameters km and cm must be held constant for proper dy-
namic scaling. The expression for these parameters in Eq. 3.46 show them to be functions of
both the motor’s physical properties (electromotive force constant Ke and resistance Rohm)
and the freely chosen software control gains (proportional gain KP and integral gain KI).
As a result, the critical parameters km and cm can be maintained by applying the correct
software gains.
The above nondimensional parameters differ slightly from those identified by Hunt [29].
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Since the present analysis considers the near hover condition, the advance ratio is always
zero. We additionally do not model gravitational forces on the blade, so the Froude number
is irrelevant. If the weight of the blades were to significantly change the coning angle this
might be questioned, something possible at artificially low thrust levels. Finally, this model
does not incorporate structural elastic effects since the blades are rigid and the hinges have
no intrinsic spring stiffness. On the other hand, we explicitly model structural damping
through the hinge losses, an effect that is often ignored.
5.1.2 Extrapolation Across Scale and Speed
Having specified criterion for dynamic similarity, we can observe trends in the response of
similar rotors at differing size or operated at different speeds. For the moment we will ignore
variations in the Reynolds number and Mach number and instead assume a and cd0 remain
constant. Table 5.3 associates dimensional quantities such as length or torque with the
dimensional basis used to normalize them in the equation of motion, a function of length R,
angular rate Ω, and flap inertia Iβ . The inertia scales as R5 under isometric scaling with
constant material density, and so for similar rotors these quantities are shown to grow in
proportion to products of powers of the rotor radius R and operating speed Ω.
Table 5.3: Dimensional basis and isometric scaling result for model quantities.
quantity normalized by isometric scaling
length R R
mass IβR−2 R3
inertia Iβ R5
time Ω−1 Ω−1
angular rate Ω Ω
force IβΩ2R−1 R4Ω2
torque IβΩ2 R5Ω2
Table 5.3 shows that torques grow with the square of operating speed and to the fifth
power of radius. In particular the aerodynamic drag torque, and therefore the mean motor
torque, grow as R5Ω2. This is the conventional result which motivates defining torque and
power coefficients for propellers. This result extends to the dynamic rotor response to torque
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modulation. The amplitude of the motor torque modulation must grow commensurate with
the motor drag torque as R5Ω2 in order to obtain a similar response in terms of pitch
variation or flap angle. Of course, the ultimate useful pitching torque obtained will also
rapidly grow as R5Ω2. As a result, larger or faster rotors obtain larger useful pitching
moments at the expense of proportionally larger drive torques.
The time scale of the transient dynamic response is also of interest; it limits how rapidly
the amplitude or azimuthal phase of the rotor response can be varied to pitch or roll the
aircraft. Within the linear and time invariant model framework, a metric for this response
time is given by calculating the inverse of the real part of the system poles. For similar
rotors the transient decay time constant increases proportional to 1/Ω, so faster spinning
rotors are capable of affecting more rapid changes in roll or pitch commands, independent
of size.
5.1.3 Experimental Confirmation
Prototype Construction
Two prototype rotors with diameters of 10 cm and 1 m were constructed. These prototypes
were designed to be dynamically similar in the sense described in Section 5.1.1. The smaller
10 cm rotor depicted in Fig. 5.2 incorporates a 3.1 g AP03 brushless motor driven by a
custom motor controller. The blade elements are 12 % thick flat plates with a cord of
5.6 mm constructed from pultruded carbon fiber. The hub is 3D printed from a photo cured
resin, and the hinges are constructed from stainless steel pins in plain bores with PTFE
thrust washers. Visible in the photograph of Fig. 5.2 are AprilTag fiducial markers [57]
used for visual tracking of the blade motions during experiments. Rotor dimensions and
properties are summarized in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5.
The larger 1 m rotor is driven by a 1280 g T-Motor U13 brushless motor with a custom
logic controller driving the power stage of a commercial off-the-shelf hobby grade electronic
speed controller. The blade elements are 10 % thick flat plates with rounded edges with a
cord length of 56 mm machined from acetal plastic. The hub and blade grips are machined
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Table 5.4: Rotor assembly properties.
parameter symbol small large
tip radius R 5 cm 50 cm
blade chord c 5.9 mm 59 mm
blade mass m 0.39 g 362 g
flap inertia Iβ 1.8× 10−7 kg m2 1.7× 10−2 kg m2
total hub inertia - 5.2× 10−8 kg m2 5.1× 10−3 kg m2
Table 5.5: Motor properties.
parameter symbol small large
emf constant Ke 0.0025 V/(rad/s) 0.11 V/(rad/s)
resistance Rohm 1.4 ohms 0.24 ohms
motor rotational inertia - 3.9× 10−8 kg m2 1.0× 10−3 kg m2
Table 5.6: Nondimensional Parameters.
parameter symbol small large
hinge eccentricity e 0.09 0.09
blade radius of gyration l 0.426 0.435
blade radius of oscillation k 0.607 0.624
rotor solidity σ 0.0746 0.0746
collective pitch θ0 9◦ 8◦
lag-pitch coupling ∆θ∆ζ 1 1
hub inertia ratio XIh 0.147 0.148
lift curve slope a 6.28 6.28
drag coefficient cd0 0.06 0.06
Lock number γ 1.56 1.61
structural lag damping cζ 0.0751 0.0899
structural flap damping cβ 0.0381 0.0385
drive induced stiffness km
IβΩ2
9× 10−5 9× 10−5
drive induced damping cmIβΩ 9× 10−2 9× 10−2
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Figure 5.1: 10 cm diameter rotor.
Figure 5.2: 10 cm diameter rotor with motor and motor controller.
from aluminum and use sintered bronze flanged bushings to support 0.25 in diameter stainless
steel hinge axles. The photograph of Fig. 5.4 shows the power stage used to drive the
motor along with the 1 m prototype. Figure 5.5 displays the AprilTag fiducials used during
experiments and an inertial fly bar added to establish dynamic similarity between the large
and small rotors by accounting for the inherent difference in the motor inertias.
Cyclic Experiments
A set of test stand experiments was undertaken to establish the validity of the dynamic
model for both a 10 cm and 1 m diameter rotor as well as verify the expected scaling trends.
Figure 5.3: 1 m diameter rotor.
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Figure 5.4: 1 m diameter rotor on test stand with motor and motor controller.
Figure 5.5: 1 m diameter rotor with inertial flybar and fiducial markers.
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Figures 5.6 and 5.7 depict the hub speed variation response to changes in the normalized
drive voltage amplitude u at several different test speeds from approximately 300 RPM to
9000 RPM. Since these rotors have been designed and operated to be dynamically similar
the model prediction curves are very similar for both rotors when plotted nondimensionally.
The first set of plots shows the amplitude of the hub speed response to a range of input
voltage amplitudes. There is a knee in the response at low amplitude for both rotors where
static friction is broken, and then a linear growth in the response closely adhering to the
model prediction. At high drive amplitudes the response flattens out, which correlates with
the blade audibly hitting hitting hard kinematic stops during the experiments. The second
plot shows for the same experiments the phase of the hub speed response relative to the phase
of the input sinusoid. There is again a strong nonlinear distortion at low amplitude due to
friction and then convergence towards a fixed value at higher amplitudes. At high amplitudes
the measured phase response adheres to the model within approximately 10◦. The degree
to which the data taken at very different speeds and on very different scales overlays on the
nondimensional plot verifies the utility of the nondimensional dynamic model.
The blade lag response may be taken as a direct proxy for the cyclic blade pitch response
since for these models the lag pitch coupling coefficient was kinematically determined to be
unity. As a result, Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 showing the lag response to changes in input drive
voltage amplitude may be read as depicting the cyclic blade pitch obtained by this rotor
system. Once again both the large and small rotors at both high and low speeds show a
low amplitude knee associated with static friction, after which a linear growth in the blade
pitch response begins. There is more evidence of the blades hitting the hard kinematic stops
for the highest drive amplitudes in both both the small and large rotor. In high speed tests
the rotors were not driven much beyond this point due to thermal limits in the small rotor
and risk of shock damage to the large rotor. In these experiments both the 10 cm and 1 m
diameter propeller were driven up to a cyclic pitch amplitude of approximately 10◦. There
is notably more variation in the experimentally obtained response phase as well as a larger
discrepancy with respect to the model of up to 30◦. Some of this is an expected accumulation
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Figure 5.6: Hub speed response in small rotor.
Figure 5.7: Hub speed response in large rotor.
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of modeling errors as the measurements become further removed from the input signal. For
example, it should not be surprising that if the hub speed response has more phase delay
than expected, the lag response will as well. At the same time, it is likely that limits in
the timing accuracy of the photographic measurement method or unmodeled system delays
affect the phase determination in the highest speed tests, resulting in increasing apparent
phase delay at high operating speed.
The flapping response for the small and large rotors are depicted in Fig. 5.10 and 5.11.
The response amplitude is once again significantly overestimated by the model as previously
shown in Fig. 4.9, which is an expected result of neglecting to model the nonsymmetric inflow
distribution obtained during constant heavy cyclic. There is a small unmodeled difference in
the observed flap angles between the positive and negative coupled blades in the small rotor,
while there is not a corresponding difference in the lag response for the same rotor. Flapping
is forced by aerodynamic lift, and our aerodynamic model for these particular rotors is much
more uncertain than their inertial properties. One possible explanation is that the two blades
are experiencing the onset of stall differently due to unintentional differences in their shape
or trim posture. The rotor airfoils are simple flat plates operating at low Reynolds number
in these experiments which makes them very sensitive to test conditions. In addition, no
attempt was made in these experiments to maintain Reynolds similarity across tests. The
large rotors tests show a different unexpected result, which is that the mid-speed test at
60 rad/s consistently yield proportionality higher response amplitudes than the low-speed or
high speed tests. This may be due to an unmodeled structural resonance. The acetal blades
are moderately flexible and have a nonrotational natural flapping frequency of 64 rad/s in
cantilever from the blade grips, which is close to the operating frequency of 60 rad/s. In
general, introducing structural stiffness into the model breaks dynamic similarity across
operating speeds because the flapping frequency ratio becomes speed dependent, and this
may explain the result shown here. Nevertheless, the agreement between the high and low
speed tests far from resonance is very good, which suggests the broad scaling trends implied
the the nondimensional equations remain useful.
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Figure 5.8: Lag (pitch) angle response in small rotor.
Figure 5.9: Lag (pitch) angle response in large rotor.
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Figure 5.10: Flap angle response in small rotor.
Figure 5.11: Flap angle response in large rotor.
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5.2 Impact of Rotor Size
Rotor sizing is an important part of aircraft design. This section will no longer suppose the
kind of arbitrary changes to rotor size or operating speed possible in synthetic test stand
experiments. Instead we will consider the impact of moderate changes in rotor size for a
given aircraft with a fixed hover thrust requirement. From Table 5.3 in the previous section
we saw that the thrust force is proportional to R4Ω2, so to maintain a constant thrust with
similar rotors the speed must change in proportion to the inverse square of radius, holding
R2Ω constant. We can recast Table 5.3 to show how the rotor dynamic quantities scale
under this new constraint.
Table 5.7: Scaling at constant thrust.
quantity scaling
length R
mass R3
inertia R5
time R2
angular rate R−2
force 1
torque R
As before, the pertinent torques all scale together for dynamically similar operation.
These include the motor’s modulation amplitude torque, the useful pitching reaction torque,
and the steady drag torque. In particular, the ratio of the motor’s modulated torque am-
plitude to the resulting useful pitching reaction torque remains constant for different sized
rotors when operated at the same thrust level and cyclic pitch variation. At the same time,
in absolute terms, these torques increase with R.
Given two similar rotors operating at the same thrust level and same cyclic pitch varia-
tion, we should expect that the larger rotor generates larger pitching moments in proportion
to R. Within a fully linear model framework, this implies that the larger rotor could be op-
erated with a cyclic pitch variation of 1/R that of the small rotor in order to obtain the same
same pitching moment effect. Note that this requires linearity to justify properly, and is not
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a generic scale argument. The required driving modulated torque amplitude then grows as
1/R×R = 1, independent of size. Changing rotor size while operating at fixed thrust does
not change the modulated torque amplitude required to obtain a particular vehicle pitching
moment.
Since the drag torque of the larger rotor grows as R while the torque modulation re-
quirement remains constant, the torque modulation described as a percentage of the steady
operating torque falls. As a consequence, the drive system for the larger rotor does not need
to be oversized by as large a safety factor to tolerate pulsing operation.
The transient response time of the rotors slow as R2, consistent with our understanding
that operating a bigger rotor at the same thrust level implies a slower operating speed. The
ability to manipulate the blade pitch through an azimuthal rotation of the hub is unaffected
– but the rotor spins more slowly and so the effective bandwidth of vehicle control should be
expected to fall off in a similar way to the trend in conventional helicopters with kinematic
swashplate systems.
The trends developed in this section are useful for contemplating small changes to the
nominal rotor size for a fixed aircraft. In practice, the weight of the rotor must factor into
the rotor thrust requirement, so contemplating massive rotors on vehicles with a tiny thrust
requirement is unreasonable. Likewise, it is not practical to speak of tiny rotors whose size
approach zero and require impossibly large speeds. More fundamentally, requiring a fixed
thrust from radically different size rotors preserves the Reynolds number (Re ∝ ΩR2 ∝
1) but entails massive variation in the Mach number (Ma ∝ ΩR ∝ 1/R). As a result,
the assumption that dynamic similarity can be maintained for the rotor at all is highly
questionable.
5.3 Impact of Vehicle Size
Finally we come to the question of technology selection. Is dynamic cyclic more or less
suitable for very small or very large aircraft? In the previous section it was shown that
holding thrust constant and increasing the rotor size reduces the proportional motor torque
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Figure 5.12: Production helicopter mass vs rotor diameter.
modulation requirements but also slows the response time. To look at trends across vehicle
sizes, we need a presumptive rule to correlate vehicle mass (or thrust requirement) to rotor
size and speed.
Figure 5.12 correlates helicopter mass and rotor diameter for a variety of electric and
combustion engine aircraft across more than six orders of magnitude in weight. The manned
aircraft data is taken from a previous survey [43] and the unmanned aircraft information
is primarily sourced from marketing materials. The logarithmic plot displays quadratic
and cubic growth trends for comparison. Generally speaking, helicopter mass grows with
rotor diameter slower than isometric scaling would predict, W ∝ R3. Larger helicopters
have proportionality larger rotors than isometric scaling would suggest. On the other hand,
weight grows faster with rotor size than constant disc loading would predict, W ∝ R2.
As a consequence, larger helicopters must operate at a higher ideal specific power than
smaller helicopters on a watts-per-kilogram basis [43]. Separate best fit trends are shown for
the exponent of growth for surveyed combustion helicopters (R2.6) and electric helicopters
(R2.2).
Some caution must be exercised in interpreting this plot, as these aircraft represent a
wide range in technologies and have been optimized for disparate missions. The data includes
heavy transport helicopters at their maximum laden capacity right alongside unmanned elec-
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tric sport aircraft. Perhaps this explains the apparent difference in weight growth exponent
between the two vehicle classes. Electric sport helicopters all rely on the same technologies
of lithium polymer batteries and electromagnetic motors and are designed to optimize flight
performance with no payload, so their design may be constrained closer to a constant specific
power curve by their constitutive technologies.
The majority of scaling analyses assume isometric scaling of the gross vehicle and rotor
size together, with the result that the vehicle mass grows as R3. Table Table 5.3 shows
that the rotor’s thrust force grows as R4Ω2, so similar rotors will need to be operated such
that RΩ2 remains constant in order to maintain the balance of aerodynamic to gravitational
forces for the vehicle. This is Froude scaling applied to both the rotor and the vehicle
dynamics. The consequences of this in terms of the magnitude of forces, torques, and time
scales are shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: Froude scaling for isometric vehicle and rotor growth.
quantity isometric scaling
length R
mass R3
inertia R5
time R1/2
angular rate R−1/2
force R3
torque R4
These results are identical the analysis of Froude scaling as a model for conventional
helicopters given in [49], suggesting that the principle scaling factors relevant to conventional
helicopters carry over to the dynamic cyclic system. In particular, larger helicopters are less
agile as their rotor response times increase with R1/2 and their body angular accelerations
due to control torques decrease as 1/R. Assuming these generic trends are satisfactory, the
ratio of modulated torque to rotor drag torque and therefore the motor sizing safety factor
needed to exercise dynamic cyclic remains constant.
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5.4 Practical Limitations for Manned Helicopters
While the fundamental physics involved in dynamic cyclic control scales similarly to conven-
tional swashplate cyclic systems, dynamic cyclic presents unique challenges for large scale
or manned aircraft. The principle technological difficulty is in pulsing the drive torque on
the hub at the rotor frequency. This is easy to do with electromagnetic drive motors whose
torque response time is significantly faster than the rotor’s rotational period. However,
small manned helicopters typically employ reciprocating combustion engines and large, high
performance helicopters rely on turboshaft engines [41]. A representative time constant de-
scribing the torque response to a step increase in fuel flow for the T700 turboshaft engine
is 0.6 s and for a step decrease in fuel flow 0.8 s [3]. As a result, torque modulation at a
characteristic rotor frequency near 300 RPM (5 Hz) is impractical [21]. As a result, either
an alternative propulsion method such as electronic motors or some auxiliary modulation
actuator would be required. All-electric helicopters remain an open area of research bringing
their own difficulties, and the introduction of additional actuators reintroduces some of the
complexity one hopes to avoid by removing the swashplate system.
Safety and redundancy challenges associated with implementing dynamic cyclic are per-
haps a more fundamental barrier to using laboratory scale MAV as a literal blueprint for
manned aircraft. Conventional manned helicopters incorporate collective blade pitch control
in addition to cyclic blade pitch control, which allows them to exploit autorotation for a
controlled descent in the case of engine failure. Since the present system does not incor-
porate collective blade pitch control it can not autorotate safely in this manner. Perhaps
more importantly, a conventional helicopter’s attitude control is approximately decoupled
from the thrust power plant, so the aircraft can maneuver with engine loss. In contrast, if
a single electric motor is the sole actuator onboard, its loss leads not just to rapid descent
but to complete loss of control.
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Chapter 6
Flight Without a Swashplate
Most aircraft which might employ the dynamic cyclic rotor require closed loop position
and attitude controllers for practical flight operations. This chapter develops the control
framework for coaxial helicopters which use cyclic control on the top rotor, and is excerpted
from the author’s work in [61]. Flight experiments were conducted on a coaxial helicopter
which relies exclusively on the dynamic cyclic rotor for attitude control. The system level
performance of this hardware and the cascaded control architecture were observed in terms
of trajectory tracking capabilities and transient response to step commands. Additionally,
in-flight power measurements were obtained for a variety of payload weights and positions
which strained the rotor’s control authority. Finally, augmenting a children’s toy helicopter
to exhibit torque induced cyclic control provides a concrete example of how simple an oper-
ational system can be.
6.1 Coaxial Helicopter
The novel cyclic control method permits a very simple mechanical design for the complete
MAV, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The vehicle has a 30.0 cm diameter top rotor, stands 16.3 cm
tall, and has a flying weight of 227 g. It is comparable in scale to the conventional coaxial
Blade CX2 used in [26], [16] which has a 34.5 cm rotor diameter, a height of 18.4 cm, and
an identical flying weight of 227 g.
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Figure 6.1: A 227 g coaxial MAV exhibits cyclic control without a swashplate or any additional
actuators.
The hinged control rotor is directly mounted to the top motor, pointed upwards. A rigid
rotor is mounted to the bottom motor, which is inverted to place the rotor at the bottom
of the vehicle. This arrangement has been used in the past to avoid the complexities of
hollow shaft, concentric drive systems [25], [80]. A bottom rotor guard ring and landing
gear supports the vehicle, enabling free takeoff and landing. While this configuration is
expedient, the bottom rotor might also be replaced by a tail rotor or a second top rotor in
order to permit a suspended payload.
6.2 Electrical Design
A pair of identical custom avionics boards mounted at the rear of each motor support
communication, inertial sensing, computation, and motor control. The electronics hardware
for these controllers was designed by the authors of [67] and the software developed in
collaboration. Onboard controllers are executed by a 32 bit microcontroller (STM32f373)
running at 72 MHz. A 900 MHz low power transceiver (AT86RF212) enables half duplex
communication at 250 kbits/s for command reception and transmission of flight data.
A hall effect encoder on the circuit board detects the orientation of a diametrically
polarized magnet affixed to the bottom of the spinning motor shaft. This absolute position
information is used to generate the three phase drive for the brushless motor, enabling both
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conventional steady commutation to spin the motor and synthesizing our once-per-cycle
applied sinusoidal drive component.
An onboard inertial measurement unit (MPU6050 IMU) provides acceleration and rota-
tion rate measurements at 250 Hz to the onboard attitude estimator and controller. Finally,
onboard voltage and current sensing enables precise power measurements during maneuvers
for offline evaluation. Presently only the top avionics board executes the flight controllers
and state estimator, and the bottom avionics board acts as a simple I2C slave motor con-
troller.
6.3 Control Rates and Timescales
The timescales and update rates of the cascaded communications and control system are
summarized in Fig. 6.2. During maneuvers, thrust and desired attitude commands are
received at 75 Hz. These may be direct commands from a human pilot, or autonomously
generated in the motion capture environment. The onboard attitude controller updates
at 250 Hz, generating motor commands expressed as a mean value, amplitude, and phase
offset parameters. Output to the motor is based on these parameters and the motor’s
instantaneous mechanical orientation.
The sinusoidal component of the motor control needs to be synthesized smoothly even
as the propeller spins at approximately 40 Hz. At this speed, the normal three phase
electrical commutation frequency is approximately 280 Hz (the motor has seven pole pairs).
In comparison, synthesis of the 40 Hz superimposed sinusoid we require does not represent
pilot
commands
75 Hz
attitude
controller
250 Hz
pwm
calculation
20 kHz
commutation
280 Hz
encoder
10 kHz
rotor
speed
40 Hz
Figure 6.2: Representative frequencies. The attitude control rate is decoupled from both the rotor
speed and PWM synthesis of the pulsing torque.
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an unusual burden. The motor outputs are updated at the 20 kHz pulse width modulation
frequency based on position estimates from the absolute encoder, which updates internally
at 10 kHz. The driver circuitry and the motor itself are completely conventional. The
critical aspect of these control layers is that the generation of the pulsing torque which
enables cyclic control is abstracted from the attitude controller as mean value, amplitude,
and phase parameters. This strongly decouples the attitude controller rate from either the
propeller speed or the motor drive update rate.
6.4 Attitude Control
Automated trajectory tracking is achieved with a nested inner attitude controller and outer
position and velocity tracking controller. This follows the common approach of cascading
controllers for trajectory tracking [48] or path following [16] tasks. The inner attitude
controller onboard the vehicle is depicted in Fig. 6.3.
Onboard the vehicle, an unscented Kalman filter following [37] forms an estimated orien-
tation quaternion qˆ and angular velocity vector ωˆ based on measurements from the onboard
IMU. Our controller employs a nonlinear attitude tracking controller operating directly on
quaternions as in [86], which is widely practiced. A desired body moment vector u is
computed from the estimates qˆ, ωˆ and the desired orientation and angular velocities q¯, ω¯
based on an orientation error vector eR and angular rate error vector eω with diagonal gain
matrices KR and Kw.
u = −KReR −Kweω (6.1)
ref.
q¯, w¯
attitude
controller
top
motor
bottom
motor
vehicle
dynamics
UKF estimator
utop, A, φ
ubottom
qˆ, wˆ
Figure 6.3: The controller operates on an estimated orientation and angular rate (qˆ, wˆ) and desired
values (q¯, w¯). Outputs are mean drive voltages ubottom, utop and an additive sinusoidal component
of amplitude A and phase φ.
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The angular rate error vector is intuitively defined.
eω = ωˆ − ω¯. (6.2)
To form the orientation error vector eR, we consider the error quaternion qe = q¯∗qˆ whose
real and scalar parts qe = (cos(θ/2),v sin(θ/2)) describe a rotation of θ radians about a unit
vector v. We define the error vector eR = sin(θ/2)v by extracting the vector part of the
error quaternion.
eR = sign(s)x, given qe = (s,x) (6.3)
As noted in [38], this bears a resemblance to an alternative matrix formulation suggested
in [40].
eR =
1
2
(RTdR−RTRd)∨ (6.4)
A similar geometric interpretation is aided by Rodrigues’ formula: if the error rotation
is a rotation of θ radians about the unit vector v, then eR = sin(θ)v. However, we prefer
to work uniformly with the quaternion representation of (6.3).
In the new vehicle, the calculated control vector u and a commanded thrust voltage f
determine the top rotor mean drive voltage utop, bottom rotor mean drive ubottom, top rotor
pulsing amplitude A, and top rotor pulsing phase φ. Collective increase and decrease of
ubottom and utop increases and decreases net thrust. A differential between ubottom and utop
affects a differential torque between the counter rotating propellers and yaws the vehicle.
Pitch and roll corrections are achieved through the sinusoid amplitude A and phase angle φ
which are determined by the magnitude and direction of the desired in plane control moment
vector {ux, uy}. In practice the amplitude A is modified to eliminate a deadband value A0
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below which no cyclic oscillation is excited.
ubottom = f + uz (6.5)
utop = f − uz (6.6)
A =
√
u2x + u
2
y +A0 (6.7)
φ = atan2(uy, ux) (6.8)
This very simple mapping from {f , u} to {ubottom, utop, A, φ} achieves adequate per-
formance near trim. A fixed calibration offset θ0 relates the blade attachment angle to the
rotation sensor and airframe. The final applied voltages are based on the instantaneously
measured rotor position θ.
Vbottom = ubottom (6.9)
Vtop = utop +A cos(θ − θ0 − φ) (6.10)
6.5 Trajectory Tracking
The two motor system is capable of tracking 3D reference trajectories through space while
independently regulating the heading orientation, making these vehicles suitable for a variety
of camera pointing or precision delivery and retrieval tasks. In this respect the cyclic system
maintains the advantage of quadrotors and swashplate systems over the many fixed wing,
ornithopter, and toy helicopter systems which can not reject lateral positioning disturbances
without turning.
A 20 cm lateral step in desired position excites a roll response and position correction
as shown in Fig. 6.4. In the figure, the thin line marks the instantaneous step in desired
position and the data points reflect the true motion capture measurements. During this
brief maneuver the vehicle attains a maximum roll angle of 9◦ and speed of 0.47 m/s. Such
a side step motion resembles the attitude controller response to a lateral double shown in
[16] for a similar scale conventional coaxial helicopter.
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Figure 6.4: A 20 cm step in desired position towards the right results in a roll response and corrective
lateral motion.
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Figure 6.5: Automated tracking of a spiral ascent to 1.5 m height, a 1.5 m radius circuit at 1 m/s,
and return to origin.
Fig. 6.5 shows a more realistic multi-axis maneuver in which the vehicle executes a
spiral ascent up to 1.5 m altitude, completes one circuit of a 1.5 m radius circle at 1 m/s
cruising speed, and finally descends to land at the origin. The think line indicates the
desired position, and the data points reflect motion capture observations. Throughout the
maneuver the vehicle maintains a northward heading, demonstrating independent control
over both direction of travel and the yaw orientation.
6.6 Power for Hover
6.6.1 Symmetric Loading
Many useful tasks call for a MAV to loiter near a site of interest while supporting a sensor
payload. The impact of added weight on power consumption was investigated by hovering
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Figure 6.6: Electrical power consumption in hover with various payload masses.
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Figure 6.7: Rotor speed of the top (pulsing) and bottom (non-pulsing) propellers in hover with
various payload masses.
with added masses of up to 18 % of the vehicle weight. Power consumption was measured
onboard in flight, representing the combined requirements of the hosted electronics, thrust,
and attitude control action. The rise in power consumption and rise in rotor speeds are
shown in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7 for trials at five distinct loads. Importantly, the pulsing cyclic
strategy works satisfactorily across the range of rotor speeds, requiring no parameter tuning.
These tests also establish that very little power in hover is wasted due to the pulsing
attitude stabilization action. Roll and pitch control was disabled for brief periods of 0.5 s
or more during which power consumption was monitored after waiting 0.25 s for initial
transients to abate. This test accurately captures the inflow condition and torque balance
between the propellers in flight. We also observe that pulsing control does not notably affect
rotor speed in the hover condition. Over ten trials the mean power consumption was 40.6 W
with a standard deviation of 1.0 W. As expected, little control effort is exerted in the hover
condition and the hover power consumption of 42.4 W does not greatly exceed the thrust
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requirements alone.
For comparison, the addition of just the 24 g in dead mass representing the servos, link-
ages, and stabilizer bar of the comparable CX2 helicopter would increase the hover power
requirement by more than 5.9 W to 114 % of the original. The removal of these components
and their replacement with pulsing cyclic control represents an improvement in projected
hover endurance, even neglecting the power requirements of the discarded actuators them-
selves.
For a fixed thrust, momentum theory indicates that increasing rotor area strongly cor-
relates with decreased power requirements. This has been cited as a possibly advantage
of large single rotor craft over conventional quadrotors, an advantage which motivates the
hybrid vehicle in [19], [20]. Our method of cyclic control is another approach towards aerody-
namically efficient rotorcraft which dispatch with the weight and complexity of servomotors,
linkages, and swashplates.
6.6.2 Asymmetric Loading
In many cases a MAV can be co-designed with its payload to control the center of mass
placement throughout the operation. For example, a fixed camera or a deployable chemical
sensor might be considered in the initial design. However, an airframe retrofit or collection
of an unknown payload can result in an asymmetric loading that must be balanced in flight
by the vehicle’s attitude control authority.
A series of hover tests demonstrate the ability of the pulsing blade control to overcome
such persistent disturbances. Fig. 6.8 shows the increase in power requirements as a 10 g
payload is repositioned from the center out towards the periphery of the vehicle. As ex-
pected, the rotor speeds remain relatively constant throughout these tests (Fig. 6.9) and
the significant increase in power is due to the active pulsing control needed to maintain level
flight. As with all MAVs, the location of the center of mass remains an important constraint
for vehicles incorporating this style of attitude control.
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Figure 6.8: Electrical power consumption in hover with a 10 g payload offset laterally from the
vehicle center.
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Figure 6.9: Rotor speed of the top (pulsing) and bottom (non-pulsing) propellers in hover with a
10 g payload offset laterally from the vehicle center.
6.7 Actuator Mass Budget
After the battery itself, actuator mass represents the second largest fraction of vehicle weight
in five of the six quadrotors surveyed in [52], an ensemble of micro air vehicles from 43 g to
967 g. Conventional coaxial helicopters like the CX2 require only two drive motors instead
of four, but must integrate a swashplate mechanism (Fig. 2.5), additional servomotors to
drive it, and potentially a passive stabilizer bar to reduce the required control bandwidth
(Fig. 2.4). Fig. 6.10 compares the mass budget of the 227 g pulsing coaxial helicopter to the
227 g conventional CX2 coaxial helicopter and an ensemble average quadrotor distribution
from [52]. Elimination of the swashplate and actuators represents a significant reduction in
the total actuator mass, therefore allowing larger onboard batteries and potentially longer
flight endurance. A complete breakdown of the mass distribution within the pulsing coaxial
helicopter is provided in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.10: The swashplate and servomotors are a large fraction of the mass in a conventional
coaxial helicopter (Blade CX2) but are eliminated in a pulsing coaxial helicopter and in quadrotors
(ensemble averages from [52]).
Table 6.1: Mass budget of coaxial helicopter shown in Fig. 6.1.
component mass
hinged propeller and fasteners 11.3 g
fixed propeller and fasteners 10.2 g
brushless motors 2 x 24.5 g
control circuit boards 2 x 14.0 g
11.1 V, 850 mAh battery 76.1 g
landing gear 18.3 g
8 mm reflective markers (4) 2.6 g
airframe and misc. hardware 31.6 g
total 227. g
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6.8 Manufacturability and Cost
The rapid growth of quadrotor use in the MAV space owes in part to their mechanical
simplicity and ease of manufacture. For quadrotors, the only moving parts are the commer-
cial off-the-shelf motors themselves. Emerging manufacturing methods such as 3D printing,
origami inspired folding, and laser cut fabrication have all been applied to rigid airframes
[46], enabling prototyping and small batch production with low cost equipment.
In contrast, the conventional swashplate control system of the CX2 involves eight distinct
ball and socket joints attending to the five linkages shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 in addition to
a ball bearing for the swashplate itself and free feather hinges for each blade. These types of
precision components are a barrier to affordable direct additive prototyping. Further, while
they are readily produced by injection molding in a factory environment, they introduce a
laborious final assembly procedure. If fouled by grit from the environment, they will require
field maintenance. The associated actuator cost is also not insignificant: the two $15 servos
in a CX2 actually cost more than the two $10 brushed drive motors.
Direct cyclic control through pulsing torques introduces only two simple pin hinges and
completely eliminates the need for ball and socket joints or ball bearings. The hinged hub
itself is readily manufactured on common 3D printers, and could be molded directly as
a feature of the propeller in a large scale operation. As a result, halving the number of
motors, motor controllers, and propellers as found in a quadrotor can in fact reduce the
overall component count and assembly time for these types of micro air vehicles.
6.9 Acoustics
The adoption of this control strategy may confer other indirect benefits which require further
investigation. If MAV technologies are to be unobtrusively integrated into daily life, it will
be important to consider the nuisance noise they generate [82]. Anecdotally, colleagues more
familiar with quadrotors often comment on how quiet the coaxial vehicle is in flight. The
central large rotors are much slower than the small rotors of a similarly sized quadrotor such
as the KMel Nano+, which may help reduce noise levels. The median sound level in hover
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is 62 dBA for the pulsing coaxial helicopter and 70 dBA for the quadrotor as measured at
1 m by a consumer grade sound level meter. This is a perceptually significant difference in
sound level. Simultaneously, we have eliminated the servomotors, stabilizer bar, and gearbox
found in most helicopters, each a potential source of noise. Future work may consider how to
leverage this design to promote quiet operation, improving user confidence in close quarters
and opening new applications and operational environments to MAVs.
6.10 Other Coaxial Helicopter Demonstrations
6.10.1 Larger MAV with Loosely Integrated Avionics
The original test vehicle for dynamic cyclic control described in [60] was the coaxial helicopter
shown in Fig. 6.11. The 358 g aircraft incorporated top and bottom propellers with a
vertical separation of 28 cm, and used only the 39 cm top rotor for control. The system mass
budget shown in Table 6.2 reveals the airframe and landing gear made up a large portion
of the vehicle weight, and this inefficiency was improved upon in later iterations. The on
board system included two motor controllers and a separate custom flight controller designed
by the authors of [66] as well as a separate commercial internal measurement unit (IMU)
device. This aircraft used the original non-flapping rotor described in [60] on the top and
a commercial rigid rotor on the bottom to balance the drag torque and provide additional
lift. It was flown manually, but automated testing and performance measurements were not
undertaken.
6.10.2 Smaller MAV With Highly Integrated Avionics
A much smaller aircraft is shown in Fig. 6.12, with a total flying weight of 29 g (38 g with
camera) and a rotor diameter of only 19.5 cm. This coaxial helicopter was demonstrated at
[63] where it flew a simulated mission piloted remotely through its onboard camera system.
In contrast with the other coaxial helicopters show here, this vehicle uses a conventional
rotor configuration with two rotors above the body, one of which incorporated a passive
stabilizer bar.
The motor, rotor, and chassis components were adapted from a $17 Syma S107G toy he-
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Figure 6.11: First coaxial helicopter to incorporate the dynamic cyclic rotor.
Table 6.2: Mass budget of original coaxial helicopter.
component mass
hinged propeller and mandrel 21.0 g
fixed propeller and mandrel 16.6 g
brushless motors 2 x 54.8 g
motor controllers 2 x 10.5 g
inertial measurement unit (IMU) 2.5 g
radio and attitude controller 12.3 g
lithium polymer battery 70.4 g
landing gear 20.8 g
airframe and misc. hardware 84. g
total 358. g
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Figure 6.12: A 37 g coaxial MAV with onboard camera.
licopter as a donor vehicle. As a result the drive system uses mass produced brushed motors
and a simple plastic gearbox. The original helicopter has no cyclic system, instead relying
entirely on passive stability from a flybar system and employing a third pusher propeller for
longitudinal control. The upgraded aircraft adds dynamic cyclic control to the bottom rotor
for true roll and pitch authority. Rotor position sensing is based on timed interpolation
between a once-per-revolution index from a binary hall effect proximity sensor. An onboard
camera, full IMU with onboard attitude estimation, and digital telemetry capabilities were
also added. In spite of these features and extended capabilities, the final aircraft weighs less
than the original 40.3 g donor vehicle.
The final version of the aircraft uses a miniaturized version of the non-flapping hub em-
ploying simple pin hinges in a 3D printed body. However, early prototypes used monolithic
flexible hub shown in Fig. 6.13. The hub was created by overmolding rigid polyurethane
onto a flexible polyethylene sheet. The sheet acted as the flexible joint in defined regions
where it was left exposed. Figure 6.14 illustrates the flexible sheet and the molding pro-
cess. This construction principle is similar to methods for creating linkage and joint systems
from laminates of rigid and flexible layers [88]. This hub was flown successfully and exhib-
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Figure 6.13: Pin hinge hub and alternative one-piece flexible hub.
Figure 6.14: Polyurethane overmolding of flexible polyethylene sheet.
ited cyclic control, but the flexible element frequently tore out of the polyurethane during
crashes, making it impractical. In addition a worn flexure would not act like an ideal hinge
axis, but would instead allow some free torsion in pitch which tended to defeat the intended
pitch-lag coupling and could even result in blade flutter. With good materials and process
control a flexure might be an economical way to mass produce these hubs, but 3D printing
small pin hinges has proven more reliable for single prototypes.
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Chapter 7
Emulating a Fully Actuated MAV
Beyond replicating the function of conventional helicopter and quadrotor MAV, a compact
cyclic control system enables new capabilities. The flapping rotor described in Chapter 4
is modified to instead employ a single teetering hinge, allowing now for control over the
direction of the thrust vector with minimal direct moment at the hub. Two such actuators
can emulate full actuation over net forces and moments in a coaxial helicopter, allowing
maneuvers not possible with conventional underactuated MAV.
The control analysis, vehicle design, and flight experiments described in this chapter
have been prepared previously for publication in collaboration with Bennet Caraher [62].
Bennet conducted a large amount of flight testing as a summer undergraduate lab assistant
which led him to make important contributions to both the rotor construction methods and
control software configuration. In collaboration with the author, some of the preliminary
control allocation ideas were explored within a linear controls framework as part of Lindsey
Marinello’s bachelor’s thesis [45].
7.1 Underactuated and Fully Actuated Aircraft
A variety of micro air vehicle (MAV) technologies are now available which provide the fun-
damental flight capabilities required for basic survey and transport tasks. These aircraft
exhibit highly coupled rotational and lateral dynamics which must be taken into account in
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the control design and when specifying aggressive required trajectories. A popular example
is the planar quadrotor, whose flight state exists in six dimensions over position and body
orientation but which is equipped with only four actuators. These aircraft only have control
over their attitude moment vector and the magnitude of net thrust downward in the body
frame, and so they must maneuver spatially by constantly changing their orientation. As
a direct consequence of this underactuation they are incapable of independently regulating
both position and orientation. Furthermore, even smooth spatial trajectories can be infea-
sible unless they are c3, which excludes such common techniques as both minimum jerk and
trapezoidal velocity multi-segment trajectories.
Fully actuated aircraft with independent control over body forces and moments could
support a multitude of new capabilities. Such aircraft would be able to apply arbitrary
wrenches on the environment, making them useful for construction or object manipulation.
In flight they could independently point cameras, sensors, or high gain antennas independent
of motion trajectories or the wind environment. In indoor environments with humans they
would able to gesture with the aircraft posture to make their motion intentions more legible
to bystanders, visually indicate objects or directions as a guide, or provide visual cues to aid
in human-robot task coordination. These possibilities have inspired diverse efforts to realize
new types of fully actuated MAV.
Many previous embodiments of fully actuated, holonomic, or omnidirectional MAV are
conceptually inspired by the quadrotor and proceed by adding additional actuators. By
configuring six conventional rigid rotors with their orientations canted out of plane it is
possible to obtain independent control over forces and moments in proximity to hover, but
the inability to reverse independent rotor thrust directions limit feasible forces and therefore
feasible stable orientations [12], [31]. With seven unidirectional rotors it becomes in principle
possible to hover in all orientations, even upside down [56]. Incorporating eight variable-
direction rotors allows practical flight in all orientations and would potentially permit control
strategies which avoid driving motors at low speeds or with rapid direction changes [8]. Sim-
ilar capabilities in six-rotor configurations become possible with high performance reversing
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motor drivers [83].
Coaxial helicopters offer a different point of departure for developing fully actuated
aircraft. One can obtain authority over net forces and moments by augmenting two fixed
pitch rotors with four more actuators to independently gimbal each motor in roll and pitch,
vectoring their thrust [75]. Alternatively, a pair of conventional swashplates and teetering
rotors can be driven by four roll and pitch servos to tilt the rotor tip path plane and achieve
a similar effect [25]. These aircraft have an efficiency advantage over the aforementioned
multirotors in that all of the rotor thrust can be directed downwards when in hover. However,
they still require a minimum of six actuators for operation.
This chapter introduces a new coaxial helicopter which emulates fully actuated aircraft
using only two actuators. We do this by taking advantage of the control over a flapping
rotor’s tip path plane exhibited in 4 using only modulation of the motor drive torque.
Section 7.2 describes the idealized vehicle dynamics in terms of vectored thrusts derived
from tilting top and bottom rotor tip path planes. Our method for controlling the tip path
plane response is described in Section 7.3 along with measurements of the individual rotor
capabilities for our particular realization. The vehicle hardware design is summarized in
Section 7.4, and the control architecture described in Section 7.5. Flight results in Section 7.6
demonstrate decoupled lateral and rotational dynamics, confirming that this two-actuator
MAV emulates the primary capabilities of a six-actuator, fully actuated MAV. This includes
sustaining a stationary hover while pitching the aircraft up to 8◦, and tracking trajectories
with discontinuous accelerations up to 1 m/s2 without pitching or rolling.
7.2 Idealized Vehicle Dynamics
The vehicle dynamics can be approximated by considering a coaxial helicopter capable of
tilting the direction of thrust from each rotor away from vertical. This thrust vectoring
effect could conventionally be obtained from teetering rotors equipped with cyclic blade
pitch control actuators. Our unique method for controlling the blade response using only
the main drive torque will be examined in Section 7.3, but first we address a generic thrust
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Figure 7.1: Teetering rotors allow independent control of force and moments.
vectoring idealization. Figure 7.1 depicts one rotor mounted a distance r1 above the center
of mass and a second counter rotating rotor mounted a distance r2 below the center of mass.
The figure conceptually illustrates that the force vectors f1 and f2 can be directed counter
to each other in order to produce a net pitching moment about the vehicle’s center of mass
while maintaining zero net lateral force. Alternatively, the force vectors can be pointed
in similar directions, yielding a net lateral force on the aircraft while maintaining zero net
moment.
Equation 7.1 develops the net force F and moment M vectors about the aircraft center
of mass as a linear function of the individual rotor force vectors f1 and f2. In addition to
these rotor forces, we model a corresponding reaction torque about the z axis for each rotor
which is proportional to its thrust along the z axis by a constant coefficient kQ. This is
a reasonable approximation for the small angular deflections in the forces considered here.
Vectors F , M , f1, and f2 are written in component form in Eq. 7.1 with respect to body
fixed x, y, and z axes.
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(7.1)
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The constant coefficient matrix has a determinant of 2kQ(r1+r2)2 and so will be full rank
and invertible so long as the two rotors are not co-located. As a result the relationship can
be inverted, and Eq. 7.2 provides a unique solution for allocating individual rotor controls
f1 and f2 given a desired net vehicle force and moment. If the six components of rotor forces
f1 and f2 are available as independent inputs, the aircraft will be fully actuated in all six
operational degrees over orientation and position.
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(7.2)
7.3 Implementation Of Thrust Vectoring
Thrust vectoring for control through tilting of the tip path plane can be implemented without
adding any additional actuators beyond the top and bottom drive motors themselves. In
previous work it has been shown that a single motor can control both the mean operating
speed and cyclic blade pitch variation of a rotor by modulating the applied drive torque
[61]. Two blades are attached to a hub with skewed lag-pitch hinges, as shown in Fig. 7.2.
Modulating the motor torque sinusoidally at one-per-rev excites a synchronous lead-lag
motion in each blade within the plane of rotation. The skewed lag-pitch hinge couples this lag
oscillation into a blade pitch oscillation. The two blades are mounted on asymmetric hinges
so that one has a positive lag-pitch coupling and the other a negative lag-pitch coupling.
As a result a one-per-rev sinusoidal modulation in motor torque causes the blades to pitch
180◦ out of phase with each other, phase locked with the rotor rotation. By controlling the
amplitude and phase of the motor torque the amplitude and azimuthal phase of the blade
pitch can be controlled. The aircraft in [61] is capable of attitude control like a standard
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Figure 7.2: Teetering rotor with skewed lag-pitch hinges.
quadrotor or helicopter and maneuvers by taking advantage net direct hub moments arising
when, for example, both blades cyclically pass across the aircraft nose at minimum pitch
and lift but pass across the tail at maximum pitch and lift.
Independent offset flap hinges were added in [64] to allow each blade to individually flap
up and down during each revolution in response to changing blade pitches and the resulting
blade lift. In addition to direct moments on the hub, this causes an apparent tilting of the
tip path plane and redirection of the thrust vector.
The operational principle depicted in Fig. 7.1 benefits from large flapping angles and
a pure thrust vectoring effect with no direct moments applied to the hub which earlier
versions of the rotor do not achieve [61]. This is now obtained by incorporating a single,
central teetering hinge as seen in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3. For each degree of cyclic blade pitch
authority a teetering rotor enjoys one degree of flap and tip path plane inclination, and the
thrust force may be thought of as remaining perpendicular to this tip path plane. At the
same time, no direct torques can be transfered to the hub through the teetering hinge.
The change in blade flap angle β as a function of azimuthal angle ψ is conventionally
described as
β(ψ) = βc cos(ψ) + βs sin(ψ) (7.3)
where ψ = 0 in the aft direction and ψ increases in the direction of rotation. It follows that,
for the counterclockwise top rotor, βc describes a longitudinal tilting of the tip path plane
forwards and βs describes a lateral tilt towards the side of the retreating blade. The thrust
can be expressed as a function of rotor speed Ω1 and thrust coefficient kT as kTΩ21. Employ-
ing a small angle approximation in β the rotor force vectors f1 and similarly constructed f2
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are expressed in Eq. 7.4, where the difference in sign is due to their opposing directions of
rotation.
f1x = kTΩ
2
1βc f2x = kTΩ
2
2βc
f1y = kTΩ
2
1βs f2y = −kTΩ22βs
f1z = kTΩ
2
1 f2z = kTΩ
2
2 (7.4)
The motor torques driving the gross propeller rotation as well as the cyclic blade pitch
and flapping response are a result of modulating the applied motor voltage. The applied
voltage V is the sum of two parts: a proportional-integral control on error between the
observed rotor speed ψ˙ and desired speed Ω with gains kP and kI , and an additional voltage
modulation V˜ .
V = −kP (ψ˙ − Ω)− kI
∫
(ψ˙ − Ω)dt+ V˜ (7.5)
Previous modeling and experimental validation suggests a useful approximation for the
flap response in terms of the applied voltage modulation [64]. The flap response in β lags
the voltage modulation V˜ by an angle φβ . The flap amplitude is proportional to the voltage
amplitude V˜ in excess of a minimum threshold V˜min by a linear constant kβ . Parameters
φβ , V˜min, and kβ are functions of the rotor physical properties, electromechanical motor
properties, and software speed control gains. They are valid near a trim thrust condition,
and are readily determined with a bench test. The final expression for V˜ is then given by
Eq. 7.6, where it is convenient to write the desired flapping in terms of polar amplitude a
and phase φ.
a =
√
β2c + β
2
s
φ = atan2(βs, βc)
V˜ = (V˜min + kβa) cos(ψ − φ− φβ) (7.6)
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Figure 7.3: Top rotor of coaxial helicopter.
7.4 Hardware Design
The flight vehicle is shown in Fig. 7.4, incorporating two counter-rotating propeller systems
which are depicted in Fig. 7.3. The rotors are 32 cm in diameter, and are driven to a trim
hover speed of approximately 370 rad/s by two size 2212 BLDC motors. The rotor blades are
commercial symmetric airfoils attached to custom 3D printed hub pieces which are joined
by steel pin hinges with PTFE plastic washers added to reduce friction. The full aircraft
mass is 380 g, with the center of mass approximately equidistant between the two rotors
which are themselves 16 cm apart.
A commercial flight controller using the PX4 autopilot software [47] runs an attitude
tracking control law to generate desired body moments M . The desired body attitude as
well as additional body force commands F are passed in through a WiFi radio link. The
flight controller calculates speed Ω and flap parameters βc, βs for each rotor based on linear
combinations of F and M consistent with Eqs. 7.2 and 7.4 near trim. These parameters are
passed to the motor controller as three PWM encoded values.
The custom motor controller is responsible for applying drive voltage V based on desired
parameters Ω, βc, and βs according to Eq. 7.5 and 7.6. This is made possible by direct
measure of the hub orientation ψ using a 4096 count hall effect rotary encoder.
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Figure 7.4: Coaxial helicopter.
Figure 7.5: Bench measurements of lateral forces and increasing voltage modulation amplitude.
During bench testing the rotor was operated at 370 rad/s, obtaining a thrust of 2.9 N.
Figure 7.5 shows the obtained angular deflection of the thrust vector due to blade flapping
as determined by measuring the lateral forces generated. These angles agree closely with a
visual observation of the tip path plane. A maximum deflection of 10◦ in the force vector
was obtained, corresponding to a lateral force of 0.5 N. At lower operating speeds, large flap
angles become practical.
The tip path plane response is rapid but unlike the idealization used to motivate the
control design it is not instantaneous. The two images in Fig. 7.6 were captured sequen-
tially, separated by 200 ms. During this time the rotor tip path plane was moved from
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Figure 7.6: Tip path plane transition over 200 ms shown with ±12◦ reference.
approximately 12◦ to −12◦ while operating at a nominal head speed of 300 rad/s.
7.5 Control Design
Trajectory tracking control for a conventional underactuated quadrotor might proceed as
illustrated in Fig. 7.7 using cascaded position and attitude controllers. A reference spatial
trajectory xt is compared with the observed vehicle position x and desired corrective ac-
celerations x¨des are computed. An attitude planner identifies a desired vehicle orientation
Rdes and thrust Tdes associated with that acceleration, and a closed loop attitude controller
generates desired body moments Mdes to track the commanded orientation. The desired
thrust Tdes and moment Mdes are passed through an approximate inverse actuator model
to produce low level actuator commands u (e.g. rotor speeds). Those commands produce
aerodynamic forces and moments F andM for the physical aircraft, which responds subject
to its dynamics.
In contrast, the updated control architecture in Fig. 7.8 takes advantage of the fully
actuated capabilities of the new aircraft. The desired orientation Rdes can be freely spec-
ified as part of the trajectory alongside xt. Desired translational accelerations x¨des can be
expressed in the body frame directly as desired forces Fdes. Desired forces and moments
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Figure 7.7: Conventional trajectory control for underactuated quadrotor.
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Figure 7.8: Fully actuated trajectory and orientation control.
Fdes,Mdes are transformed by an approximate inverse actuator model into low level actuator
commands Ω, βc, and βs representing the speed and tip path plane tilt for each rotor.
7.6 Flight Experiments
Three different flight experiments were conducted to demonstrate full actuation of aircraft
moments and forces, separation of rotational and translational dynamics, and the impact of
actuator limitations on the available flight envelope. In each flight the aircraft tracks a time
parameterized trajectory in simultaneous orientation and position. The attitude tracking
controller and actuator control allocation are performed on the aircraft using onboard sensor
information. The position controller is implemented on a group based laptop which makes
use of absolute position and heading information available from a motion capture system.
The resulting force commands sent to the vehicle reflect both proportional-derivative action
and the reference acceleration of the target trajectory.
7.6.1 Orientation Control in Hover
In the first experiment the aircraft ascends to a stable hover at position (x, y) = (0, 0). The
aircraft then pitches nose down to −8◦ and then up to 8◦ while maintaining a stationary
position error of less than 13 cm as shown in Fig. 7.9. Since the aircraft is stationary, the
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Figure 7.9: Stationary hover while pitching from −8◦ to 8◦.
net force must be the aircraft weight 3.7 N directed 8◦ off the body fixed z axis, representing
a lateral force in the body frame of 0.5 N.
This test demonstrates the maximum pitch angle at which the vehicle can remain sta-
tionary. At larger pitch angles there is insufficient flapping authority to avoid accelerating in
the direction of the aircraft pitch. The position data shows a small offset in the x direction
which correlates to the current pitching angle. This is a result of a systematic underesti-
mation of the cyclic commands required to balance the lateral force at any particular pitch
angle, which then must be brought into balance for hover by the proportional term of the
position error controller. The magnitude of this position error is therefore a function of both
the accuracy of the actuator models and the stiffness of the position control gains.
Since this experiment establishes that the vehicle can produce 0.5 N lateral force in
hover, one might expect a theoretical maximum lateral acceleration of 1.3 m/s2 even while
maintaining perfect level pitch, which is analogous to the acceleration of a quadrotor pitched
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over at 8◦.
7.6.2 Acceleration without Pitch or Roll
The experiment described in Fig. 7.10 demonstrates tracking a trajectory which would be
very challenging for an underactuated quadrotor to execute accurately. Furthermore, the
aircraft maintains a level attitude throughout the maneuver which would be impossible for a
quadrotor. From rest in hover, the commanded lateral acceleration steps instantaneously to
1 m/s2. The velocity increases uniformly until the aircraft reaches 1 m/s, at which time the
acceleration instantaneously becomes zero again. After cruising some distance at constant
speed the vehicle speed is then arrested with a period of constant deceleration at 1 m/s2.
Figure 7.10 shows that the vehicle faithfully tracks the trapezoidal velocity profile. Because
the tip path plane dynamics are so much faster than the body attitude dynamics of a
quadrotor, it can even do a fair job tracking the instantaneous step in acceleration which,
for a quadrotor, would require instantaneous reorientation of the entire vehicle. Meanwhile
the vehicle remains within approximately 1◦ of a flat hover posture throughout the maneuver,
while a quadrotor would be forced to pitch to more than 5◦ to achieve similar acceleration.
7.6.3 Smooth Trajectory Following
Many apparently smooth trajectories which might be desired by camera operators or gener-
ated by spline methods are likewise difficult for an underactuated MAV to execute cleanly.
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the MAV flying at 0.5 m/s and then entering tangentially into
a circular path of radius 35 cm. Upon entry into the circle, the required acceleration jumps
from 0 m/s2 to 0.7 m/s2. Then as the circle is tracked while maintaining heading in the x
direction the acceleration vector continuously changes direction in both the world and body
frames. Once again this maneuver can be completed with approximately 1◦ of unwanted
pitching and rolling of the aircraft.
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Figure 7.10: Acceleration at 1 m/s2 while maintaining flat attitude.
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Figure 7.11: Flight at 0.5 m/s into a circle of radius 35 cm.
Figure 7.12: Rapid changes in desired acceleration tracked while maintaining vertical orientation.
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7.7 Applications and Future Work
The preceding flight experiments demonstrate that this coaxial helicopter, equipped with
only two actuators, can emulate the capabilities of a fully actuated MAV. Unlike a conven-
tional underactuated quadrotor this MAV enjoys independent control over the body moment
and force vectors, making it possible to hover in non-upright orientations or accelerate lat-
erally without pitching or rolling the aircraft. Similar capabilities in the past have only
been achieved using a total of six or more actuators. Experiments demonstrate the ability
to maintain a stationary hover while pitched at up to 8◦, as well as the ability to acceler-
ate laterally at 1 m/s2 without pitching or rolling. Since the aerodynamic force is directed
by fast rotor flapping dynamics instead of relying on changing the attitude of the entire
aircraft, even smooth trajectories with discontinuous required accelerations can be tracked
with a high degree of fidelity.
Existing platforms overcome the limitations of underactuated flight dynamics by adding
articulated subsystems. Conventional quadrotors can not fully control their body wrench,
but they can be equipped with a dexterous manipulator to apply wrenches to grasped
objects. The view from a rigidly mounted camera suffers uncontrollable rolling and pitching
during flight maneuvers, but cameras can be mounted on multi-axis gimbals. Embedding
these capabilities directly into the flight platform may allow for lighter, cheaper or more
robust MAV.
Future work will focus on increasing the angle of thrust vectoring available from each
rotor. This will expand the permissible orientations for hover and increase the feasible lat-
eral forces and accelerations for tracking trajectories or rejecting wind disturbances. The
aerodynamic interaction between the rotors has been ignored in the present work. Modeling
these effects may inform the design of the top and bottom rotors for both improved aero-
dynamic efficiency, or suggest command allocations for more accurately generating desired
forces and moments. Finally, we have considered only the situation where both aircraft
orientation and path are simultaneously prescribed. Returning to the classic problem of
tracking aggressive spatial trajectories, we may consider how to optimally exploit both the
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free attitude dynamics and force vectoring capabilities subject to actuator constraints.
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Chapter 8
Future Aircraft Formats
Contemporary micro air vehicle design has been strongly informed by available actuator
technologies, and so it is to be expected that a new compact method for cyclic control could
enable new and exotic formats for future MAV. An eventual progeny of the 1996 DARPA
MAV program, the dominating aspect of the RQ-16 T-Hawk is the combustion driven ducted
fan around which the vehicle is built [28]. Later outputs of the 2005 DARPA NAV program
were similarly dictated by their propulsion and control technologies. The disparate designs of
a coaxial helicopter, flapping wing MAV, and spinning maple seed aircraft each attempted
to leverage different emerging technologies [30]. The relaxation of the passenger-centric
constraints of manned aviation along with the co-location of roll, pitch, and thrust control
in a single actuator permit a variety of unusual vehicle morphologies.
8.1 Single Motor Aircraft
Fig. 8.1 shows UNO, a vehicle with only a single rotor and motor, with a freely counter-
rotating body. UNO is one of a family of vehicles devised by Matthew Piccoli which demon-
strate stable passive attitude dynamics [67], and the mechanical design and aerodynamic
optimization of UNO is detailed in [68]. As the single propeller is driven clockwise the
aircraft body (itself consisting of lifting fins) is driven counterclockwise. Even without an
onboard controller, UNO tends to orient upright and come to rest with respect to the rel-
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Figure 8.1: UNO, a single motor MAV. Photo credit: Matthew Piccoli [68].
ative wind. This remarkable property is achieved by taking advantage by the difference in
lift generated by the fan blades on the advancing and retreating side of the body as the
vehicle translates laterally. The resulting body torque, coupled with favorable gyroscopic
dynamics, tilts the vehicle opposing the direction of motion and brings it back to rest with
respect to the relative wind.
UNO as configured in Fig. 8.1 weighed 184 g with an outer body diameter of 392 g. The
body with integrated fan blades was machined from a block of extruded polystyrene with
plastic threaded inserts added to allow the attachment of the motor drive model as used in
Chapter 7 and a separate custom flight controller designed by Piccoli.
In collaboration with the author, UNO has been augmented with a dynamic cyclic rotor
to allow maneuvering control through 3D space despite having only a single onboard motor.
UNO has no natural nonrotational reference frame since the entire vehicle operates as a
coaxial rotor system consisting of a large slow fan (body) and fast inner rotor. A virtual
north-pointing pilot frame was generated using an onboard estimate of the body azimuthal
angle determined from a MEMS rate gyroscope. During manual flight operations this pilot
frame was allowed to drift slowly with integrated angular error, to be compensated for by
the pilot. However, in conjunction with an offboard motion capture system an absolute
pilot frame heading was also achieved. A forward pointing indicator for the pilot frame was
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generated by an LED on the spinning body, taking advantage of the persistence of vision
effect. The pilot frame then provided a reference to apply cyclic torque modulation for an
underactuated rotor of the type discussed in Chapter 4. By applying a continuous cyclic
effort the vehicle’s trim condition could be displaced from a steady hover to a steady forward
cruise.
Use of cyclic blade control stands in contrast to the eventual control strategy employed
by Piccoli in [70] for a tiny 5 g spinning body embodiment of this aircraft. For cyclic control,
a central large rotor is driven with a torque modulation at the rotor frequency to excite a
coherent cyclic response. Instead, a smaller rigid rotor mounted offset from center may have
its speed modulated at the body frequency, increasing and decreasing its thrust as the body
rotates. The later strategy was considered more practical for the tiny aircraft, as the body
rotational speed was much slower than the extreme operating speeds of a 28 mm propeller.
On the other hand a centered rotor allows for larger propeller for a given overall aircraft
diameter, which is generally expected to improve power efficiency in hover.
8.2 VTOL Flying Wing Aircraft
Fixed wing aircraft can have significantly larger operating ranges than hovering rotorcraft,
but many application for MAV require the use of unprepared landing zones or loitering
near objects of interest. As a compromise, many variations on vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) fixed wing aircraft have been proposed. These aircraft are often heavier, more
complex, and more costly than either a conventional multirotor or airplane because they
combine or duplicate subsystems found in both. Some aircraft use lifting rotors for vertical
flight which are then stowed as dead weight during fixed wing transit. Tilt wing aircraft add
additional motors to actuate the wing posture to orient rotors upwards for hover and forwards
for flight [23]. Individual rotors can also be mounted on gimbals and rotate separately from
the wing [55], allowing two rotors and two servomotors to control both hover and fixed wing
flight. There are four-propeller flying wing aircraft where the rotors have been spaced on
pylons sufficiently far above and below the wing that they can operate as quadrotors in
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Figure 8.2: VTOL flying wing aircraft with only two motors.
hover [22]. Finally, cyclic control of large rotors may be used for attitude stabilization in
hover [17].
The flying wing aircraft shown in Fig. 8.2 was developed by Ashish Macwan in collabora-
tion with the author as part of his master’s thesis in order to understand how dynamic cyclic
control could simplify the design of fixed wing VTOL aircraft [44]. Ashish was responsible
for the detailed aircraft design as well as all construction and flight testing. The author
developed the principle concept with the benefit of fruitful discussions with David North
and others of the Mars Electric Reusable Flyer group at NASA Langley [55], and benefited
from the experience of Matthew Piccoli [69] while refining the onboard electronics.
Using the dynamic cyclic approach, two rotors in tandem are sufficient to stabilize a
flying wing aircraft in hover with no added gimbals or control surfaces. The net thrust and
rolling moments in the hover posture can be controlled by increasing and decreasing the
rotor speeds, much as in a multirotor aircraft. Pitching moments and generated by applying
forward or aft cyclic to both rotors. Finally, yaw control requires applying forward cyclic to
one rotor and aft cyclic to the other and taking advantage of the thrust vectoring properties
of the flapping rotors, as shown in Fig. 8.3. In fact, without this thrust vectoring effect it
would not be possible to simultaneously govern yaw and roll as variations in thrust and drag
torque are coupled.
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Figure 8.3: Rotor tilt for roll and yaw maneuvers. Photo credit: Ashish Macwan.
Table 8.1: VTOL fixed wing aircraft properties.
mass 870 g
wingspan 1 m
rotor diameter 33.5 cm
measured airspeed 8.1 m/s
Gross specifications for this prototype are given in Table 8.1. During manually piloted
experiments with onboard attitude stabilization the aircraft has performed controlled near-
hover maneuvers indoors. The aircraft has also performed the transition from hover to
forward flight outdoors, but control authority during fixed wing cruise is very limited and
recovery to hover has not been successfully demonstrated. In the future, control authority
may be improved by increasing the allowed tip path plane pitching or by augmenting the
aircraft with conventional control surfaces, a method which has previously been combined
with active gimbaled rotors [55].
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
This work develops the first dynamical model and first experimental demonstration of a
rotor system which exploits lag-pitch coupling in order to allow motor torques to control
cyclic blade pitch. Using this principle a single motor and rotor can control thrust, roll, and
pitch in a MAV. The technology has been successfully applied to a broad family of MAV
aircraft including coaxial helicopters, spinning body aircraft, and twin rotor VTOL airplanes.
Applying this technique in commercial MAV can improve existing mission endurance or
confer new capabilities without increasing the aircraft’s complexity to the operator.
Rotor modeling and experimental validation establish a foundation for quantitative pre-
dictions of rotor performance and a qualitative analysis of the technology’s suitability to
very small and very large scale systems. The dynamical model extends the combined lag-
flap modeling for rotors with lag-pitch coupling in the literature to include the impact of a
non-constant hub speed. This has a dramatic effect on the lag dynamics for aircraft with
low inertia hubs, including many modern electronic drive MAV. By explicitly considering
unsteady torques as an input, the model resolves the dynamical mechanism by which cyclic
torques can excite useful cyclic blade pitch changes.
Experiments validate the rotor model across an order of magnitude in scale and speed,
from 10 cm to 100 cm in diameter and from 90 rad/s to 900 rad/s in rotor speed. To this end,
we have developed new low-cost and non-invasive methods for measuring blade motions in
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the tiny, high speed rotors central to future MAV and NAV research. These techniques reveal
that our model accurately predicts the blade motion in terms of motor reaction torque, hub
speed, lag angle, and blade pitch.
Scaling arguments show the fundamental dynamic rotor response is relatively insensitive
to size and in principle applicable to both very small MAV and large manned aircraft.
However, large scale combustion engine technologies do not have the bandwidth required
for torque modulation at the rotor frequency, and so for the time being these techniques
are most readily applied to electric drive aircraft. With respect to operation of a fixed
aircraft, we find that as mission weight increases the modulation torque required to achieve
a particular cyclic blade pitch increases in proportion to the rotor’s drag torque. With
respect to aircraft design, we find that increasing the rotor size for a given mission weight
reduces torque modulation requirements relative to the drag torque. As a result, aircraft
using this technology are free to adopt large, aerodynamically efficient rotors.
Flight experiments with an array of aircraft from 29 g to 870 g demonstrate the practical
application of this new actuator to existing MAV configurations as well as the creation of
new, unique capabilities enabled by this technology as shown in Table 9.1.
The dynamic cyclic technique can improve the flight endurance and reduce the complex-
ity of parts requiring maintenance in conventional helicopters while replicating conventional
flight capabilities. Flight experiments with a coaxial helicopter demonstrate that a two-
actuator vehicle can track paths through 3D space and maintain yaw heading in much the
same manner as four-actuator quadrotors or four-actuator conventional helicopters, and it
may do so using the same cascaded trajectory tracking framework. Weighed against con-
ventional servomotor and swashplate technology, we show that the reduction in hover power
requirement due to reduced actuator weight dominates the increased electrical power asso-
ciated with torque modulation in near hover. As a result, these aircraft benefit from the
conventional aerodynamic power efficiency advantages of large rotor helicopters over multi-
rotors. At the same time, all of the mechanical complexity of the swashplate servo system,
linkages, and ball joints is replaced in this vehicle by simple hinges in an articulated rotor.
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Traditional trajectory tracking with two actuators instead
of the usual four or more.
Teleoperated flight with cyclic control using toy-grade
hardware.
Emulating full actuation with two motors instead of the
usual six or more.
A single motor flying vehicle with control in 3D space.
Tandem hovering configuration for a tailsitter airplane.
Table 9.1: Flight validation experiments.
Much like in a quadrotor, the entire propeller may be viewed as a single interchangeable
component that may be discarded and replaced when damaged. We have also shown that
the rotor can be constructed as a monolithic molded component with localized flexures,
making it amenable to mass production on the same scale as rigid propellers.
Beyond conventional capabilities, this technology allows a coaxial helicopter to emulate
full actuation over forces and moments while using only two motors. Similar holonomic
or omnidirectional aircraft have previously only been possible using at least six motors by
augmenting conventional aircraft formats with even more rotors or ancillary actuators. The
separation of rotational and translational dynamics allows the aircraft to rapidly respond
to lateral disturbances without pitching or rolling, or to orient the body independent of
the spatial motion trajectory. These features enable level camera views while maneuvering,
an important trait for MAV serving in their traditional role as observational platforms.
Such aircraft also support future applications requiring contact and manipulation of the
environment with both forces and torques.
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Further exotic aircraft formats and capabilities are enabled by this compact actuator,
some of which have previously been infeasible or impractical. It provides a new solution
for steering control in recently developed single-motor spinning body MAV, allowing one
actuator to control a vehicle in 3D space during flight experiments. Such simple aircraft
could prove extremely inexpensive to produce and easy to deploy in large swarms. With two
rotors in a tandem configuration, a tailsitter airplane with no additional control surfaces can
maneuver in hover and has demonstrated transition into forward flight for vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL) operations. Reducing the actuation redundancies found in contemporary
VTOL aircraft may extend their operational range, decrease their production cost, and
reduce their complexity to those who operate and maintain them.
The pivotal innovation of the last century underpinning manned vertical flight has been
cyclic blade pitch control practiced with a mechanical swashplate. Today’s extreme pressures
to miniaturize, reduce cost, reduce complexity, and eliminate the need for skilled mainte-
nance in micro air vehicles have now brought quadrotors to the forefront. The quadrotor
has been made practical by new high power density electronic drives as well as the compact
computation and inertial sensing required for active stability. These same technologies can
now be leveraged to practice cyclic control as the natural dynamic response to modulation
of a single motor’s torque, gaining control over thrust, roll, and pitch all from one motor
and rotor. In doing so much of the complexities of helicopters of the past have been elim-
inated while preserving their operational elegance and aerodynamic efficiency. Extracting
this expressive control from a single actuator can streamline and extend the endurance of
existing rotorcraft, add new capabilities such as simultaneous torque and force control, and
promote innovative new types of aircraft with minimal actuation.
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Appendix A
Motor Drive System Identification
The predictive accuracy of the overall propeller model is critically dependent on having an
accurate model for the combined electromagnetic motor and associated drive electronics.
Commercial off the shelf motors for MAV applications are typically not fully specified by
the manufacturer and are susceptible to manufacturing variations from device to device.
Furthermore, the hardware implementation details of commercial motor controllers are typ-
ically proprietary. This chapter describes two system identification methods appropriate for
dealing with uncertain motor and drive properties. The first strategy requires use of an
external torque sensor, and the second requires no such sensor. The methods themselves
are elementary. However, the results provide a justification for the simplified motor model
structure chosen in this work. Additionally, we may compare the two experimental methods’
identified parameters for the combined drive-motor system with the typical naive approach
of ignoring the drive electronics’ impact and assuming datasheet values for the motor.
As in Chapter 3, we will assume the basic DC motor model given by Eq. 3.41 and
repeated below in Eq. A.1 with slightly different notation. The motor velocity ω accelerates
subject to the instantaneous motor torque τ and hub inertia Ih. The torque τ is a function of
the electrical current i, constant no load current i0, and motor electromotive force constant
Ke. The current is driven by an applied terminal voltage V and subject to speed ω, constant
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Ke, and effective series resistance R.
ω˙ =
1
Ih
τ
τ = Ke(i− i0)
i =
1
R
(V −Keω) (A.1)
This system is linearized about an operating speed Ω to obtain Eq. A.2. In Eq. A.2 and
through the rest of this chapter ω and τ implicitly refer to variations from the steady state.
ω˙ =
1
Ih
τ
τ =
Ke
R
(V −Keω) (A.2)
The system identification problem reduces to identifying three parameter quantities: the
motor constant Ke, effective resistance R, and rotational inertia Im.
A.1 Method 1: Speed and Torque Measurement
The three parameters Ke, R, and Im can be identified by experimentally observing both the
torque and speed frequency response to applied voltage. A linear first order ODE in velocity
is obtained in Eq. A.3 by eliminating the variable τ from Eq. A.2. This immediately yields
the velocity transfer function from V to ω given by Eq. A.4.
ω˙ +
K2e
ImR
ω =
Ke
ImR
V (A.3)
ω
V
=
1
Ke
·
1
IR
K2e
s+ 1
=
1
Ke
·
K2e
IR
s+ K
2
e
IR
(A.4)
Experimentally, the motor is run at speed with an additive applied sinusoidal input V
and the gain magnitude and phase of the velocity response ω are collected into a Bode plot.
A first order transfer function fit to the data identifies two parameter groups: Ke associated
with the steady state gain and the product IR associated with the location of the single
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Table A.1: Quanum MT 2212 motor properties from speed and torque.
parameter value
Ke 9.54× 10−3 V/(rad/s) or Nm/A
R 0.305 Ω
Ih 3.26× 10−6 kgm2
Table A.2: AP03 motor properties obtained by speed and torque.
parameter value
Ke 2.37× 10−3 V/(rad/s) or Nm/A
R 1.46 Ω
Ih 4.02× 10−8 kgm2
pole.
Measuring the reaction torques with a torque transducer during the experiment finally
allows us to disambiguate I and R. The transfer function from V to τ is given by Eq. A.5.
The parameter R can be determined from the group Ke/R using the previously identified
value for Ke. Finally, the inertia I can be calculated from previously determined product
IR.
τ
V
=
Ke
R
·
IR
K2e
s
IR
K2e
s+ 1
=
Ke
R
·
s
s+ K
2
e
IR
(A.5)
This procedure was applied to the Quanum MT 2212 motor to determine the motor
parameters used in [64]. The data and fitted transfer function are presented in Fig. A.1-A.4
for the Quanum MT 2212 motor and the much smaller AP03 motor. Two data series are
shown for each motor, each conducted at different motor speeds and different voltage input
drive amplitudes. The resulting fitted parameter values obtained by this method are given
in Table A.1-A.2.
The fitted transfer function describes the magnitude plots well throughout the entire
frequency test range from 1 Hz to 100 Hz. The phase measurements show some additional
unmodeled phase loss at high frequency which is most evident in the speed plots beginning
around 200 rad/s. This phase error in the speed response likely represents the time delay
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Figure A.1: Speed frequency response for medium 22 mm size motor.
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Figure A.2: Torque frequency response for medium 22 mm size motor.
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Figure A.3: Speed frequency response for small 11 mm size motor.
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Figure A.4: Torque frequency response for small 11 mm size motor.
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associated with discrete speed sampling from the encoder as well as the action of an applied
digital low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 250 Hz for these tests. As a result of such
unmodeled effects, the fitted transfer functions for the speed and torque response show
slightly different pole locations, even though the characteristic equation for both should be
identical under the model. This causes the order of procedure for calculating R and I from
the transfer function coefficients described earlier to make small difference to their final
determined value. The second parameter identification methodology described below avoids
this apparent difficulty, and the nature of the modeling errors will be discussed there in more
detail.
A.2 Method 2: Speed Measurement with Proof Mass Fly-
wheel
Motor parameters Ke, R, and I can alternatively be determined using only speed measure-
ments by observing the frequency response to applied voltage with two or more different
known added inertial loads. Since the dynamic range of torque transducers is limited, this
method may be more convenient for very small motors like the AP03 or very large motors
like the U13. It can also be accomplished without any external instrumentation, requiring
only the ability to manufacture disks with a known inertia.
The applied voltage to speed variation transfer function for the motor inertia I with an
added inertia Ij is shown in Eq. A.6, modified from Eq. A.4. The added inertia will tend to
reduce the time constant (I + Ij)R/K2e as shown in the Bode plots of Fig. A.5 and A.7.
ω
V
=
1
Ke
·
1
(I+Ij)R
K2e
s+ 1
(A.6)
As before, the two fitted transfer function coefficients can be used to calculate the two
parameter groups Ke and the product (I + Ij)R. By repeating the experiment N >= 2
times with known values of Ij we can find the least squares solution for I and R by solving
N equations in two unknowns. This regression can be illustrated graphically as in Fig. A.8
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Table A.3: U13 motor properties from flywheel tests.
parameter value
Ke 0.109 V/(rad/s) or Nm/A
R 0.140 Ω
I 1.05× 10−3 kgm2
Table A.4: AP03 motor properties from flywheel tests.
parameter value
Ke 2.44× 10−3 V/(rad/s) or Nm/A
R 1.40 Ω
Ih 3.92× 10−8 kgm2
and A.6, where the y-intercept gives the inertia-resistance product with zero added inertia
from flywheels.
As the motor control designer we have some additional insight into the filter dynamics
of the speed measurement. For these experiments the encoder is oversampled at high rate
and passed to a first order low pass filter with corner frequency of fc = 1000 Hz. The
measurements are then sampled at 2000 Hz causing an effective zero order hold with period
T . The expected transfer function from true speed ω to observed speed ωˆ is given by Eq. A.7.
In practice only the residual frequency response is fitted to the motor model, reducing the
modeling discrepancy discussed in Section A.1.
ωˆ
ω
=
1
1
2pifc
s+ 1
× 1
s
(1− e−Ts) (A.7)
Figures A.5 and A.7 show the total modeled transfer function fit in solid lines and the
associated motor model in dashed lines to depict the corrective impact of this measurement
model which is most apparent at higher frequencies.
The final fitted parameters for the large U13 motor and the small AP03 motor are given
in Table A.3 and A.4. These values are used for the interpretation of the scaling tests. It
was feasible to test the AP03 motor using both methods, and the resulting values agree
within 4 %.
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Figure A.5: Speed frequency response of large U13 105 mm size motor with inertial flywheel.
Figure A.6: Inertia regression for large U13 105 mm size motor.
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Figure A.7: Speed frequency response of small AP03 11 mm size motor with inertial flywheel.
Figure A.8: Inertia regression for small AP03 11 mm size motor.
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